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Abstract
Satellites generate data through their instruments as they hover in orbit. Satel-
lite data is widely used in weather forecasts, environmental science, for military
purposes, earth observation and more. The world depend on satellite data, for
many purposes.
As satellite technology moves forward, the amount of data generated per orbit
increases. Satellites are not equipped with unlimited storage capacity, meaning
that the generated data must be transmitted to a ground station at some point
in orbit. Satellites transmit data through the use of radio waves, and have
the later years used X-, S-, L-band, among others. An increase in generated
data, require an increase in the transfer rates between the satellite and ground
station. Therefore, the satellite industry will, in near future, build satellites
using KA-band using a higher frequency area providing larger bandwidth. The
increase in generated data forces the increase in data transmission rate, which
require high performance ground stations that can capture incoming high rate
data.
A ground station’s purpose is to capture the received satellite data,without data
loss. Until today several capturing systems provide rates between 1 and 3gbps,
depending on the band used, modulation, whether near real-time processing is
offered or not andwhether data is actually captured and stored within the same
chassis[60, 4, 73, 36]. With KA-band, the rates can exceed 10gbps, and it is the
industry mission to provide systems that can capture such data rates.
This thesis evaluate the next generation technology used to capture data,
determining the bottleneck in the setup used today through the analysis tool
developed, and further resolving them. The changes suggested in this thesis
are tested and evaluated, and show that the next generation servers can capture
10gbps with the hardware and software available, which is higher than any
other related system found.
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In this chapter the motivation, goal, approach and a formulation of the thesis
is presented. The layout for this document is also provided.
1.1 Motivation
The satellite industry has seen increasing transfer rates used by satellites
when they transmit data to a ground station on earth. The first ever satellite
was Sputnik-1 launched in 1957 according to National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (nasa)[48]. Over the years, thousands, or even millions, of
satellites has been launched since 1957 with different missions. The one thing
all satellites have in common, is the limited storage capacity forcing them to
transmit data to a ground station located somewhere on earth, in order to
archive valuable data generated by sensors located on the satellites.
Satellites in orbit are visible for ground stations in a very limited time window,
as shown in figure 1.1, which introduces some requirements with respect to
receiving and storing the data transmitted at a particular ground station. The
satellite is typically visible for an antenna when it is in a specific part of its
orbit. This time window vary from satellite to satellite, usually from 1 to 15
minutes long. A ground station typically consists of an parabolic antenna
which is connected to a demodulator that demodulate the received signal. This
is typically a analogue to digital converter. The demodulated signal is sent
1




Figure 1.1: The figure illustrate satellite in orbit transmitting data to ground station.
Note that when out of antenna bounds, the satellite is not reachable for
the ground station.
to a server implementing functionality that enable the capturing of satellite
data and possibly some level of processing. The processing of captured data
converts the captured data into the original file format generated by the specific
instrument. The processing may also be the generation of metadata¹. If the
system perform both generation of metadata and converts the data to the
original file format, it is referred to as “level-0” processing. The parabolic
antenna size vary depending on the frequencies used by the satellite for data
transmission.
Satellites transmit data to a ground station through radio waves using defined
protocols; i.e., The Consultative Comittee for Space Data Systems (ccsds) se-
rial concatenated convolutional coding (sccc)[67], also known as turbo coding,
and DVB-S2[46, 18]. It is also possible to transmit data without any protocols
or coding, where raw data is transmitted. The protocols purpose is to enable
high rate transmission of data, as well as ensuring the best tradeoff between
high rates, robustness and reliability by generating checksums andmechanisms
enabling bit error correction. The physical transmission is done through radio
waves, which require modulation (at satellite) and demodulation (at ground
station). Examples of such techniques is bpsk[63], Quadrature phase shift
keying (qpsk)[22, 31] and Quadrature amplitude modulation (qam)[50, 23],
among others. It is the bandwidth, modulation and protocol that together
decides the rate of data transmitted.
Some satellites today are equipped with instruments compatible with transfer
rates of 600mbps. Through 64-amplitude and phase shift keying (apsk) and
turbo coding (or ccsds sccc), the antenna receives 6 bits per modulated
1. Metadata is data about data.
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symbol². The main increase in transfer speed has evolved through advanced
algorithms such as ccsds sccc and modulation algorithms, since the X-band
bandwidth is more or less constant. This increasing transmission rate forces
the need for powerful machines with high performance hardware to receive
and make sure the data is persistently stored and above all, not lost. Data is
considered safe when it has been written to persistent storage.
The industry and agencies within the satellite business, want to distribute the
newly received data as fast as possible to their customers. This complicates the
process of receiving data without data loss. And to complicate the process even
more, some customers demand data in specific formats which require some
level of processing before it is distributed.
This thesis is done in cooperation with Kongsberg Spacetec A/S, using one of
their systems, meos capture v4.5[36], for receiving satellite data. Current
status is that through X-band[57, 5] and qpsk modulation, 1− 3gbps transfer
rate is considered as the maximum rate for the industry in general, to guarantee
lossless receiving of data during a pass. The satellite industry wants to assess
how to reach rates up to 10gbps, by testing and evaluating candidate tech-
nologies for future systems as the satellite agencies want to use KA-band[56]
providing larger bandwidth than X-band. This is the main motivation for the
thesis.
When data is demodulated and decoded, it is sent to a server which mission
is to make sure the data is persistently stored. As the transfer rate seems to
increase by an order of magnitude in near future, the receiving system has
to increase performance equally, or more. When the incoming data rate gets
above 1 Gbit/s, the systems in general does not dump the incoming data to
disk fast enough, which may cause buffer overflow in memory and data loss.
Lost data cannot be restored during this process, and customers depend on the
functionality of this system to capture satellite data without any loss.
1.2 Goal
The main goal for this thesis is to create a new baseline for the next generation
HP ProLiant servers, determining the rate at which it can capture satellite
data, lossless. In order to achieve this, the first part is to develop an analysis
tool that monitors the load on the server hardware components in order to
locate bottlenecks within the server. The second step, is to use the results
produced to increase the overall performance for the server with respect to
2. A symbol is a radio wave carrying data, which is received by the satellite antenna.
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the use case it can face when used in a system such as meos capture. The
term performance means the capacity at which the system can receive and
persistently store incoming data at high rates, without any data loss. The aim
for this study is to determine whether the next generation HP ProLiant servers
can be used in future versions ofmeos capture, where the transmission rates
reach 10gbps and above.
To increase the performance for the next generation HP ProLiant servers this
thesis will use the information generated by an analysis, in order to make
qualified decisions to solve the located bottlenecks. Based upon the analysis
results the thesis will re-design and evaluate the changes made for the server
with respect to performance. No analysis of this particular server, was found
for this specific set of hardware. The hardware was used in one study [39] as
the controller host connected to another HP machine, and it is the only found
study that use the same server[21].
1.3 Approach
To achieve the goal mentioned above, thorough analysis of the server through-
put will be done in order to locate existing bottlenecks. The analysis will
include the creation of an analysis setup, based on existing analysis tools, that
monitors the throughput throughout the system pipeline, and provide live in-
formation about the momentary performance by different parts of the system.
This analysis tool will also be used to determine whether changes to the system
gives improved performance.
When the analysis of the system is available, the thesis will present qualified
decisions to where the system has potential for improvement. This includes
presentation of a new design for the system, new implementation and new
testing of the system.
The analysis tool developed provides runtime statistics with respect to the load
that computer components are exposed to. To do so, the analysis tool uses
already existing tools such as Htop and Dstat, and by monitoring the kernel log.
The output from Dstat is stored in a file for further analysis purposes.
To locate possible bottlenecks, parts of the total pipeline will be tested in
isolation in order to determine the maximum throughput between critical
components. By testing the maximum achieved throughput between the data
receiving board and host memory (or ram), and between ram and the ingest
disks, we will be able to tell which part of the system pipeline offers the
lowest rate. From there one can determine where the system has potential for
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improvements.
Kongsberg Spacetec A/S (kspt) has implemented a data generator that can
generate and send out data at the required rate to simulate a satellite pass.
This data generator is a Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (pcie)
board that is implemented to simulate a high rate stream of data. This test
generator will be used to simulate satellite passes, in which the server will
attempt to capture without data loss.
Further experimentation will determine maximum throughput when perform-
ing near real-time processing of data, to examine the system robustness. The
near real-time processing conducted in this thesis will not generate metadata,
or convert any data into any fileformats. The processing will only be simulated,
meaning that the captured data is read from the ingest disk, and written to an-
other set of disks storing processed data, in order not to have any further impact
on the data capture. No further processing of the data will be performed.
1.4 Contributions
This thesis provide the following contributions:
• We have successfully built an setup for analysis tools that provides valu-
able information and statistics about the computer components and
processes as a satellite pass occurs. Through the analysis tools we were
able to determine where in the pipeline bottlenecks occurred. Based
on the data provided by the analysis tool, we were able to resolve the
bottlenecks.
• We evaluate a new baseline for the 9th generation HP ProLiant servers
in terms of supported rates with the configurations used today, and the
improvements made reached the goal of 10gbps which is higher than
any related system found.
1.5 Outline
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 2 presents an overview of technology used both in this thesis and
currently used in the existing system.
Chapter 3 provides an introduction to the configurations used in the data
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receiving front end server, and explains how the server receives and process
data.
Chapter 4 gives an overview of the analysis tool setup developed. The ar-
chitecture, design, and implementation are all presented in this chapter.
Chapter 5 presents the experiments performed on the test environment, using
the configurations presented in chapter 3. The system evaluation is presented,
in order to make qualified decisions to where the system can be improved.
Chapter 6 presents, tests and evaluates the changes performed.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and outlines future work.
2
Technical Background
This chapter introduces several topics related to satellites and satellite data.
The chapter is divided into five main parts, each presented below.
Satellites Through section 2.1 some theory on satellites and how satellites
generate their data is presented. The chapter also covers some theory on
satellites in orbit.
Data transmission The theory behind data transmission between satellites
and ground stations is presented in section 2.2.
Data storage What happens when data is received by the antenna? The
theory on how data travel from the satellite antenna to a hdd is presented in
section 2.3 and 2.4.
Challenges and tradeoffs Section 2.5 present some theory on fault tol-
erance and its impact on performance. Bottlenecks are also defined in this
section.
Related work Some related work are presented in section 2.6.
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2.1 Satellites
Since the launch of Sputnik-1, several satellites have been launched in orbit
around the Earth. Examples of satellitemissions can be routing of telephone traf-
fic across continents, global positioning system (GPS), military and aerospace
purposes and sampling of weather data. This divides satellites into two main
categories; Communication satellites and earth observation satellites, where
earth observation satellites is the one most relevant for this thesis. However,
satellites consist of a chassis in which instruments and components are attached
to. The satellite has an infrastructure in terms of connecting the instruments
to a temporarily storage system. The instruments are typically photographic
sensors taking pictures of the earth. The instruments may also be equipment
for radio transmission and reception, in order for the satellite to dump data to
a ground station, and receive updated firmware if needed.
One of the big issues with satellites is that once it is launched you cannot do any
physical changes to it, at least in terms of changing the construction. Satellites
have to use the equipment it is launched with. Due to this fact planning is done
over several years to determine in detail how the satellite must be designed,
built and function.
All vehicles launched to space are exposed to extreme conditions. Shocks,
vibrations and temperature change during launch and radiation when in space.
Especially electronic devices are prone to radiation, and it is proven that
electronics are malfunctioning when exposed for high altitude radiation[55].
This means that all components on board have been thoroughly tested to
prove that it will work in the environment in which it will operate. When a
component pass all tests, it is radiation hardened and space qualified. European
Space Components Coordination (ESCC) have published a list of qualified parts
and manufacturers on their websites[19, 20]. This contributes to the high cost
within satellite industries. In the work by P. Dieleman et al.[16] they testet an
Heterodyne Instrument for the Far-Infrared (HIFI) for use on satellites, and
explains how they tested their instrument for space qualification.
Once a satellite is launched it has to deploy all its modules containing instru-
ments. The orbit is determined due to the mission for the particular satellite.
Some satellite missions can be to gather data about polar areas, equator and
or other interesting areas. This requires the satellites orbit to cross over the
area of interest at some point. Orbital mechanics describe satellite orbits as
elliptic curves[11]. The reason that satellites can mange to stay in orbit, is a
combination of the earth’s gravitation and the satellites velocity. One can think
of this as a ball in a rope when you give the ball speed in some direction and
hold the rope at the other end. When the ball is given speed, it rotates around
your hand (representing the earth). If the ball lose speed it lose altitude and
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finally fall to the ground. Reversible, if the ball increase velocity, it wants to get
further away from your hand and hence gain altitude. The principle also applies
for satellites; The higher the velocity gained at launch, the higher the altitude.
It is important that the velocity does not exceed escape velocity which is the
required velocity for a vehicle to break out of earths field of gravity[13].
The satellite mission determine the altitude the satellite will orbit. Polar satel-
lites orbit at a much lower altitude than geostationary satellites. One issue
with polar satellites is that they are affected by the earths gravity. To prevent
altitude loss, polar orbit satellites are equipped with thrust engines to maintain
the orbit. On-board fuel is a limited resource which means that the satellite will
be forced out of orbit at some point by gravity and land on earth. Geostationary
satellites have an orbital speed equal to the earth rotation speed, which means
that it is kind of hovering above the earth at the same point at all times. Because
of the great altitude the earth gravity do not affect geostationary satellites as
much as polar satellites, enabling much less need for orbital correction.
The key features with satellites is that they can be used to produce data that one
can not produce from on earth locations because one achieves a much better
perspective from above. Data produced on satellites are produced by several
sensors. Said sensors can measure temperatures, capture pictures through
cameras of some pre defined area among others. The data generated is highly
related to the sensor technology available and what sensors the satellite is
equipped with.
As the satellite sample data in orbit, the satellite has to transmit data to a
ground station to free memory for new samples. The amount of data a satellite
possibly can produce during an orbit is determined by the sensors it is equipped
with. Important aspects are the amount of time the satellite is within reach of
the ground station antenna, the downlink speed, and how data is modulated.
Some satellites may dump data to several ground stations during one orbit.
The protocols implemented does not support any form of retransmission of
lost data, such as Transmission Control Protocol (tcp)¹. Satellites transmit
data through radio waves which protocol is very similar to the User Datagram
Protocol (udp).
A lot of work has been published on how to design a satellite. Examples of
publishedwork on satellites are the successor of Landsat 7[30] for earth observa-
tions and METSAT[34] for weather and climate purposes. The Landsat project
have also published a survey of current status of all Landsat satellites[41].
1. http://www.diffen.com/difference/TCP_vs_UDP
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2.2 Satellite Data
To understand how satellite data are transmitted from satellite to a ground sta-
tion, one must understand several topics. Each of them are presented through-
out this section.
2.2.1 Data Modulation
Satellites generate data as they travel in orbit. A particular satellite is only
visible for an antenna in a very small part of the orbit. The satellite use radio
waves to communicate with the ground station, which requires the satellite to
both have a modulator and demodulator. The downlink is typically much more
powerful and faster than the uplink.
However, the satellite use a modulator to modulate the data, which means that
the data is translated to radio waves. Exactly how this is done depends on
the algorithm used. The satellite and ground station must agree to how this
is done on beforehand, and is decided years before the satellite is launched.
As mentioned in chapter 1.1, there are several modulation techniques available
today. Some are more efficient and advanced than others. bpsk is simple and
very easy to understand, which represent one bit per symbol. This means that
a bpsk-symbol can look like described in figure 2.1. The figure show that bpsk
use phase shift at 180 degrees, where the binary bit 1 can be identified by what
looks like an "M", and 0 as "W"[40].
Figure 2.1: An example of how a bit string can be modulated using bpsk.[40]
Where bpsk only recognize two phases,more advancedmodulation techniques
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use 4, 8, 16, 32 and even 64 phases. These modulation techniques allow x −bits
per modulated symbol depending on the technique used, which again increase
the data rate.
This technology is also the very foundation of what we know as the internet
today. Satellites have enabledworld-wide communication through both internet
and mobile cellphones[32, 10, 69].
2.2.2 High Rate Data
The data rate is now defined by the following formula:
Datarate = (SymbolRate ∗ BitsPerSymbol) − p (2.1)
where data rate is the effective rate when the data is demodulated, symbol
rate is the frequency at which symbols arrive at the antenna, bits per symbol
refers to the modulation technique used, and p refers overhead generated by
the used protocol, if any. Protocols are said to steal between 1 and 10% of the
bandwidth due to checksums and methods to enable bit error correction[67],
depending on the protocol and modulation used. The newer satellites, yet to
be launched, plan to use 2 × 620Mbit/s downlinks in combination with sccc
turbo coding and 64-apsk modulation. The transfer rate is determined by the
formula 2.1.
Incoming data rate = ((620 Mbit/s * 2) * 6 bits per symbol) - 10%
Incoming data rate = 7 Gbit / s
This example is however not very representative, because very few satellites
have implemented 64-apsk. But it shows that the limitations does not lie within
future satellites. A more natural setup is as follows.
Two downlinks of 310 Mbit/s each, with qpsk modulation and no coding of
the data, which generate no overhead in protocol. qpsk deliver 2 bits per
symbol[40], which gives the following rate.
Incoming data rate = ((310 Mbit/s * 2 downlinks) * 2 bits per symbol) - 0%
Incoming data rate = 1240 Mbit/s
As we can see, this configuration achieves just over 1,2 Gbit/s, which is consid-
ered “state of the art".
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2.3 Data Storage
Data storage have experienced vast improvements in storage capacity per
square inch and performance. According to PCWorld[58], IBM launched a
5MegaByte (mb) drive in 1956, as big as two refrigerators, using 50 24-inch
platters. In 2006 Cornice and Seagate launched a 1-inch hdd with 12gb.[58].
Throughout this section some background on hdds and storing techniques are
presented.
2.3.1 From Punched Cards to Flash Based Storage
Computer storage has evolved from punched cards, punched tapes, to floppy
disks and to the most used storage today; hdds. The evolution has compressed
the bytes per square inch by orders of magnitude, from bytes per inch to mb
per inch.
hdds typically consist of several platters coatedwithmagnetic material stacked
on top of each other, with a mechanical arm that is able to swipe over the disk
to access the different cylinders on each disk. When the arm moves from
one sector to another is called seeking. The seek time vary from disk to disk
depending on the diameter of the disk platters. The disks are often connected
to the computer through Small Computer Systems Interconnect (scsi) drives
using the Serial Advanced Technology Attachments (sata) bus, which is built
on top of Integrated Drive Electronics (ide). The downside with hdds is that
they are slow compared to ram, even with the high end hdds, typically with
10, 000 Revolutions Per Minute (rpm) and 15, 000 rpm. More information
on hdds general architecture can be found in [61].
As hdds have proven themselves to be slow, a new generation of storage have
entered the market. Flash based storage, or ssds, have become more popular
for high performance systems because of their high performance. The last few
years, ssds also have become more affordable. ssds consist of logical Not-And
(nand) gates and can be connected to sata via scsi drivers. An even faster
ssd is Non-Volatile Memory Express (nvme), which can be connected to the
pcie bus. A previous study has proven that nvme can achieve 120, 000 I/O
Operations Per Second (iops) with random writes and 40, 000 iops with
random reads of 4 KB data[17].
The corresponding mechanism for hdds moving arm, is the flash translation
layer (ftl)[44]. Because ssds do not have any moving parts and are purely
electronic devices, they are less power consuming, have lower access latency
and are more resistant to shocks[42]. However, the expected lifetime is lower
than hdds. The reason ssds are expected not to live as long as hdds is
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because they use something called “tunnel oxide layer” which get worn out after
some number of accesses. This is why load balancing for ssds are important.
Algorithms have been developed to spread load over all logical circuits, to
increase expected lifetime.
The load balancing algorithms developed for ssds makes sure that one evenly
distributes written data across all sectors. Reads are a bit different, since they
must read data from the block in which the data exist. The distribution of
written data takes into consideration the total wear of all available blocks and
chose the least used one.
2.3.2 Storing Satellite Data
Satellite data is expensive, encouraging involved parties to engage long term
storage in order for the data to be used for science and historical purposes.
As satellites can generate several gbs of data per orbit, the stored dataset
increases per pass. When dealing with datasets constantly (or at least per pass)
increasing size, one will at some point deal with the term “Big Data”. According
to Dictionary.com, big data is defined as follows;
The Definition 1. data sets, typically consisting of billions or trillions of
records, that are so vast and complex that they require new and powerful
computational resources to process.[14]
The definition address several issues related to big data, where one should
consider highly effective compression algorithms to store the data effectively.
The desire is to store as much data as possible, using the least storage capacity
possible.
2.4 Data Transmission and Storage Components
The section provides some theory on how data are transferred from host
memory to the storage device, typically hdds or ssds.
2.4.1 Computer Bus
A computer bus enables peripheral devices to be connected to a host, and
establish data transfer between the host and the device. Several buses has been
developed over the years, but this section will only consider the buses used in
this thesis.
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PCI Express All devices within a computer are connected to a bus, that
allow transmission of data between devices. A bus consist of hardware (i.e.,
wire), software and some communictaion protocols. There exist several types
of computer buses, where sata is widely used in personal computers. pcie is
mostly used in systems that require high performance which makes it more
expensive than for example sata[68, 37].
pcie is the result of work based upon Peripheral Component Interconnect
(pci), and have been released in several versions. The first generation pcie
was released with 2.5 Gbit/s raw bandwidth per lane, and its successor provide
5 Gbit/s[53] . The latest version, 3.0, released in 2010, which provide transfer
speeds of 7.8 Gbit/s[54]. Another vast improvement is that version 3.0 support
up to 32 lanes, each lane with transfer speed 7.8 Gbit/s. pcie is based upon
lanes that are bi-directional, meaning that one link is can send data one way,
where the other can send the opposite way. One lane consist of two links, which
is why the lane is bi-directional. The pcie initially negotiates with the device
on how many lanes to use. One link must support at least one lane, enabling
a link to consist of N lanes in each direction. pcie 3.0 can support up to 32
links[54].
Serial Attached SCSI (SAS) Serial Attached SCSI (sas) is the successor of
parallell ATA (p-ata) which was limited to a maximum of 16 devices connected
to the same bus, where one must be a host bus adapter[64]. p-ata provide a
maximum transfer rate of 320 MB/s. sas support up to 127 devices connected
with a fibre channel, and transmission speed of 600 MB/s. The main difference
is that p-ata use parallel transfers where sas transfer data in a serial manner
using frames[64].
An interesting observation is that while the rest of computer hardware moves
more and more towards parallel solutions for better performance, data transfer
to hdds are moving away from parallel design to serial communication.
2.4.2 I/O Software
There exist at least three different schemes when dealing with I/O software.
First there is programmed I/O[65] which have the cpu to do all the work. This
scheme may be good for some use cases, for example when the cpu do not
have anything else to do. When the cpu can spend time doing other work, it is
considered a inefficient method. This is also where the second scheme is better
off.
Interrupt-driven I/O[65] allow the cpu to schedule the I/O operation, do a





Figure 2.2: Programmed I/O, CPU is in control of a device’s I/O within the device’s
memory space.
context switch and continue doing whatever it was working on. The downside
by interrupt-driven I/O, is that the cpu is interrupted for every character
written, in order for it to send the next character. When writing large amounts
of data, this is a very inefficient design. To solve this, the third option is the
one to prefer.
Direct Memory Access (dma)[65] require a Direct Memory Access Controller
(dmac) which administrates the in- and outgoing I/O to a device, allowing
the cpu to do other important work. The reduction of interrupts may be a
huge improvement when the cpu actually do have work to do. If the cpu is
idle during the I/O process, programmed I/O may perform better because the





Figure 2.3: The DMA controller provide a device access to its I/O space within memory
for data transfer.
2.4.3 Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks (RAID)
raid[9, 65], is a system that allow computers to use twohdd or more physical
drives as one logical drive. This abstraction has proven itself to be very useful
in, for example, computer clustering[29]. The idea with this abstraction is to
achieve better performance when writing to or reading from disk, by distribut-
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ing data across several physical disks. Another property that raid can provide
is redundancy and hence fault tolerance.
There exist several raid[62] levels, each with different properties. raid 0
provides no redundancy, but distributes data evenly across the disks partici-
pating within the raid. This abstraction is purely for performance purposes,
providing high throughput. raid 1, or mirroring, provide fault tolerance by
storing the same data on all participating disks. Other raid levels provide
some level of redundancy, using rotationally parity partitions spread across all
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(b) RAID level 5
Figure 2.4: Visualization of RAID-0 and RAID-5. As the picture illustrates RAID-5 use
parity partitions and require at least 3 disks, while RAID-0 only distribute
data across disks and require at least two disks.
Some raid-levels allow one to remove one or more disks while the computer is
still running, due to their redundancy. This is a very powerful property, because
one can replace broken disks on the fly, without disconnecting the computer.
The raid controller makes sure that the new disk is equippedwith its partitions
of data, and parity partitions included so that it contain the exact same data
as the broken disk had.
2.5 Challenges and Tradeoffs
Fault tolerance and performance are two terms that seems to be two poles
apart. Very often one must agree upon some compromise when developing
high performance systems, requiring some level of fault tolerance.
2.5.1 Fault Tolerance vs. Performance
In computer science the term fault tolerance refers to the amount of unexpected
events that may occur before a system crashes. Fault tolerance is often achieved
by redundancy, meaning that you have several replicas of the same resource
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available. Fault tolerance theory state that a system is k-fault tolerant if and
only if there exist k + 1 entries of the exact same property[47]. Practically
this means that a system can only withstand k faults before it breaks and the
service become unavailable, and not recoverable.
Building large complex systems often become very advanced and expensive
when the goal is fault tolerance. Windows Azure[8] is a system that was built
to be fault tolerant. In their work fault tolerance was achieved by storing 3
copies of the same data on several server racks within a data center, each
rack connected to different power supply, and by replicating the data across
geographical sites in case of extreme weather conditions.
On one handone can build robust and fault tolerant systems almost unbreakable,
on the other hand one can develop high performing systems. Dealing with
redundancy requires resources to accomplish, and fault tolerance are often a
compromise in combination with performance.
When dealing with satellite data, one must provide reliable storage with some
level of redundancy to support unexpected events such as disk failures. But
one must also provide enough performance so one can capture high rate data
during a pass. Fault tolerance in such systems are often achieved through
some kind of raid level offering redundancy, where one should use striping
when performance has the priority. Data redundancy does however only allow
disk failures. There are several other precautions one should consider. Power
supplies are often topic when building fault tolerant systems, and it is common
practice to have your servers connected to two or more independent power
supplies.
Fault tolerance tend to end up with bottlenecks, limiting performance.
2.5.2 Bottlenecks
A bottleneck is defined by Business Dictionary as;
The Definition 2. Department, facility, machine, or resource already work-
ing at its full capacity and which, therefore, cannot handle any additional
demand placed on it. Also called critical resource, a bottleneck limits the
throughput of associated resources.[7]
From the definition one can conclude that a bottleneck is the stage of a pipeline,
limiting the total throughput. Almost every computer program can be seen as a
pipeline, where some stages has to be the slowest one and hence the bottleneck.
This also yield for capturing satellite data. Bottlenecks does however have two
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properties associated with them; They are limiting throughput and they may
be solved. The hardest part with bottlenecks are to locate them. It requires
thorough testing and evaluation of every stage within the pipeline to conclude
where the bottleneck appear.
2.5.3 Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
fpgas is a type of gate array that is programmed post manufacture[6]. PC
Mag define fpga as follows.
The Definition 3. A type of gate array that is programmed in the field
rather than in a semiconductor fab.[51]
This enables fpgas to be programmed on site where they shall be used.
According to PC Mag, the majority of fpgas are Static Random Access Memory
(sram)-based, which require power to hold its content[52]. fpgas are often
used to enhance performance on some specific part of a process, because
one may connect an fpga to a circuit board, implementing functionality
earlier done in software, now on hardware. The advantage is that there is no
instruction, which requires the cpu to invoke it, to perform the operations.
Dedicated hardware as used in fpga may enhance performance by order of
100[6].
2.6 Related Work
Due to the very specific test environment for this thesis, not much related
work has been found. One can relate some work regarding software and hard-
ware configurations and performance. The most important ones is presented
here.
The work done by McLemore et. al.[43], published in 2012, demonstrate suc-
cessful capture of satellite data transmitted at 277 Megabit Per Second (mbps)
per second. The work used an older version of the exact same system as the
system evaluated in this thesis, and it gives a perspective on the development
of transfer rates from 2012 until today, where 1 gbps is considered state of the
art. The study enlighten a new perspective within satellites, where the satellite
Advanced Land Observing Satellite (alos) was able to produce more data per
orbit than it was able to transmit to earth. This enabled a cooperation between
nasa and Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (jaxa), which was its first of
its kind. nasa offered several ground stations, enabling several passes per orbit
and hence allowing the satellite to produce more data per orbit. jaxa provided
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nasa with access to valuable Synthetic Aperture Radar (sar) data.
When dealing with incoming High Rate Data (hrd) from satellites, one must
ensure that the data is persistently stored lossless. The ingest disks are exposed
for heavy load during a pass, which require some level of disk performance
to enable lossless storage. Much recent work report impressing results when
using nvme[28] ssds. In [33] they used nvme to create a workload-aware
budget compensating scheduler. The reason for using nvme in that study is to
embrace the performance offered by pcie, instead of using what they call the
bottleneck sas. In [45] they used nvme ssds to enhance Hadoop MapReduce
performance using Hadoop Distributed File System (hdfs). And in the work
by Elsebø[17] they developed an nvme driver for Vortex[38] that is exposed as
a scsi device. Vortex is an experimental implementation of the omni-kernel
architecture. The study also measures disk performance, proving nvme to be
the best performing disks on the market today in terms of reads, writes and
iops. Other studies have applied disk caching disks[26] to reduce latency and
increasing performance, and placing data in the disks free blocks by observing




In this chapter the current state is documented for Kongsberg Spacetec’s (KSPT)
Multimission Earth Observation System (MEOS) Capture, introducing the archi-
tecture and execution flow. The test environment specifications are presented
in section 3.2.meos capture is a capturing system that receives, demodulates,
frame synchronizes and bit error corrects hrd from satellites. The system
captures satellite data, lossless, at high incoming rates. The system can be
delivered with a satellite antenna, spanning from 3.0 meters dish to 5.0 meter
dish as specified in their data sheet[35].
3.1 MEOS Capture HRDFEP v4
The system architecture, hardware and configurations are documented in this
section.
3.1.1 Architecture
The architecture is illustrated in figure 3.1, where the main components within
meos capture and execution flow is presented.
The system consist of following modules:
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Figure 3.1: The architecture for meos capture. Note that data is either sent directly
from ingest disks to distribution, or processed before distribution.
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• Satellite antenna
• Demodulator





• Near Real Time Processing and Distribution
• Post Pass Processing and Distribution
Each and every one of these stages are further elaborated on in 3.3
3.2 Server Hardware and Configuration
This section presents the front end server, and how the server is configured.
Note that this is what kspt offer to customers as of today, and is under constant
revision.
3.2.1 Server Hardware Specs and Software
The server delivered to customers today is an HP ProLiant ML350 Gen8, rack
mounted chassis. The server use SUSE Linux Enterprise Server version 11 (SLES-
11) as operating System (os), and all disks installed use the XFS file system.
The total storage capacity on the server is 8.7 terrabyte, where 2.4 terrabyte
is used for data capture storage. The rest is allocated to store processed data,
and to the os.
3.2.2 Configuration
The different configuration details for the server ingest disks, system disks and
processing storage are covered in this section.
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Ingest Disks The server ingest disks consist of 4 hdds running at 15,000
rpm. They are set up in a raid with level 1+0. Raid 1+0 initializes two disks
with raid level 1 (mirroring the disks), and stripes the two distributing data
evenly across them. This is shown in figure 3.2 The reason for this configuration
is because of its level of redundancy, theoretically allowing two disk failures
within the raid. The ingest disks does store data from previous passes as
Disk 0 Disk 1 Disk 2 Disk 3
Raid 1 Raid 1
Raid 0
Figure 3.2: Two raid level 1 are striped with raid level 0, theoretically allowing two
disks failures if and only if it happens within different mirroring raids.
well. Eviction algorithms delete data from the oldest passes before a new pass,
in order to make space for the new one. This is based upon what satellite is
scheduled next and the amount of expected data. The eviction algorithm makes
sure that the ingest disks never exceed 70% utilization.
Processing Storage When a product needs some sort of processing before
distribution, it is stored on a raid level 1+0, as the ingest disks. The only
difference is that this raid consist of 6 disks, instead of 4.
System disks As for the system disks running the os, two hdds are mir-
rored through raid level 1. This is purely done for fault tolerance where a
crashed disk can be hot swapped¹ with a new disk without affecting the system
uptime.
Process priority As data capture is a very I/O intensive process, meaning
interrupts can cause loss of data. Therefore the capturing process is initialized
with the highest priority (nice[2] value -20).
1. Hot swapping refers to the ability to remove a disk without powering down the system.
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3.3 Execution Flow
meos capture support two different initialization schemes where the first is
data driven,as described by Cordier et. al.[12], and the second is schedule driven.
The difference between the two is that schedule driven is pre programmed,
based upon the time forwhen the satellite becomes visible to the ground station,
and data driven are based upon automatic detection of data. Independent of
the reception initialization scheme, the high rate demodulator and front end
processor (hrdfep) is configured and programmed to execute the steps listed
in section 3.1.1.
The first module is the demodulator which demodulates radio signals received
by the antenna, creating a digital stream of data. Demodulated data is sent to
the server, ormore specific, the data receiving board (marked as input channel in
figure 3.1) which performs several operations on the received data. The data is
frame synchronized and de-randomized through ccsds coding[67]. At last the
data is error corrected via algorithms such as Reed-Solomon decoding[36, 72]
and Viterbi[71], timestamped and placed in an on-board memory pool[36].
From this memory pool, the data is fetched by an fpga which implements an
interface to the pcie bus and puts the data onto said bus through dma. The
data then arrives in host ram before it is written to disk. For some customers
persistently stored data has to be processed before distribution. The data is
then read from that particular ingest disk, processed and written to another
disk before it is distributed.
Through serial output, it is possible to send all received data to tape recorders
or other machines for further storage, processing and/or distribution. The
different processing modules represent the different processing necessary for
different customers. This processing can be the generation of metadata (also
known as data about data) and source packet generation which convert the data
to a specific file format which is the format delivered by the specific instrument.
However, processed data are also stored to disk for persistent storage before it
is distributed. Do note that there are two types of distribution. Near real-time
distribution and post pass distribution. The difference is that near-real time
distribution distributes processed data as soon as it is available, where post-pass
distribution waits until the satellite moved out of antenna bounds (or finished
the pass), and all data requiring processing have been processed before the
distribution takes place.
Even though it is possible to send received data through the serial output to
other computers, this is not common practice as the system would require
several computers which would increase the total cost. Everything is normally
handled by one single front end server with the hardware specifications and
configurations it was installed with.
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3.3.1 Known Bottlenecks
On the data generator board there is one known bottleneck. A memory buffer
used for temporary storage before data is sent out on the pcie bus, limiting the
system because it must be written to and read simultaneously, which provides
some “read my writes" constraints. However, this issue is not within the scope
for this thesis because this occur on the data generator board on some of the
fpgas used.
3.4 Related Systems
kspt is not the only provider of systems capturing satellite data. This chapter
focuses on related systems, presenting their manufacturers and some key
numbers and functionality to compare with meos capture.
ViaSat offer a high rate receiver with an optional front end processor which
they claim to support up to 3200mbps per channel, with support for two
channels[70]. In effect, ViaSat guarantee lossless data capture of rates up to
6400mb per second. With processing and data archive enabled, they guarantee
rates up to 4000mbps per second.
Zodiac Aerospace deliver a system called Cortex HDR XXL[73], which they
claim to support rates up to 2gbps, over two input channels. Their data sheet
say that they do deliver a front end processor as well, but they do not state
whether they guarantee 2gbps with processing enabled, or if it is only data
capture.
RT Logic have developed a system called T1200HDR[60], which they claim to
be capable of capturing rates up to 2gbps according to their data sheet.
Antwerp Space’s Omnisat[4] claim that their system support rates up to
975mbps. Omnisat offer a front end processor, capable of data distribution, but
it is not informed whether this is near real-time, or post pass distribution.
All mentioned systems report to support turbo coding from ccsds, and sev-
eral different modulation schemes. The differences seems to be within the
rates guaranteed, and to what level of processing is offered on the captured
data.
The information presented in this section is based upon the information pro-
vided in the systems data sheet, and the rate the system claims to support.
When assessing capturing systems, there are several parameters one must
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• Static and dynamic status logging
• Level of automation
• To what extent claimed performance is valid for all functionality simul-
taneously
The claimed rate is limited for a system providing near real-time processing,
since the captured data may have to be read from disks which is exposed
to heavy load as they capture data. The functionality provided refers to the
ability to process the captured data, and to what level. The implementation
loss typically occurs within the demodulator, and will degrade recorded data
quality. The decoding may be iterative which again affect the quality of the





This chapter presents the analysis tool, with its design and implementation.
Some requirements to the analysis tool is presented, for evaluation purposes.
The analysis tool purpose is to monitor hardware components during a simu-
lated satellite pass and store the sampled data for further analysis. This creates
the foundation for determining where possible bottlenecks may appear within
the data capture system, and further, resolving them.
In order to determine where the bottlenecks appear, one must monitor several
components within the computer. To determine what components to monitor
one must take meos capture architecture into consideration, presented in
figure 3.1. As the incoming bitstream from the satellite antenna arrives at the
receiving server, the data receiving board place it in host memory through the
pcie bus. This requires cooperation between five components to accomplish,
the pcie bus, the dmac, the cpu, kernel buffers and host memory. Therefore,
one must monitor these five components to achieve an understanding of how
the components cope with the incoming bitstream.
As data moves on from host memory to the ingest disks, there are other com-
ponents in action. A raid controller fetch data from host memory, distributing
data across the raid used as ingest disks. Therefore the raid controller and
the disks used as ingest disks must be monitored, in addition to those men-
tioned above. This provides a complete list of required components to monitor
in order to achieve a precise picture of where possible bottlenecks may occur.
The list of required devices to monitor is presented in listing 4.1.
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Listing 4.1: List of analysis requirements. The list names all devices that require





• Kernel buffer usage
• raid controller
• Ingest disks
The analysis tool is configured to be a scientific tool within this thesis, and some
changes must be done before it can be used in production. Production refers
to existing systems performing data capture on a daily basis for customers. A
suggestion for production setup is presented in section 4.3.
4.1 Design and Architecture
The analysis tool is designed as an overlay on top of existing monitoring tools
within Linux. As all tools used, except for Dstat, are part of the Linux package
everyone is free to use these tools. One may have to download and install Dstat
manually, and the Dstat package can be found on GitHub¹. The total package
is a combination of several programs that allow you to monitor the total load
on the computer at any time. The idea is to split a terminal window into several
sub-windows, each window executing a carefully chosen tool to provide its
user with information. Terminal multiplexer (tmux) is a tool that implements
this functionality, where one can configure the size of each window within the
screen bounds.
Terminal Multiplexer tmux² is a tool that allow its user to create, delete
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when one needs several windows within a terminal, such as when one want to
monitor the system load on a computer using several tools.
Dstat Dstat[1] is a monitoring tool that allows its users to monitor the load
components within a computer are exposed to. Dstat supports logging which
enables further analysis when needed. Dstat is built on top of the Sysstat³
group, which consists of several system monitoring tools⁴. Throughout this
project, Dstat is used to monitor cpu usage, memory usage, disk input and
output requests and the amount of data read or written to disk per second. One
limitation in the monitoring of the ingest disks are that Dstat does not allow its
user to monitor each and every physical disk. It is based upon the logical disks,
and this thesis does only experiment with several physical disks, arranged in
some raid which is exposed to the os as one, big, logical disk.
Dstat allows creation of your own plugins. Through this feature, one can tailor
Dstat to your requirements without any larger effort. Since Dstat is built on
top of the Sysstat group, it utilizes the files and catalogs within /proc where
Linux keeps its device logs. The device logs’ purpose is to log the current load
per device, that be cpu utilization, memory usage, disk IO statistics and more.
Dstat can be invoked with a delay, which says how often the statistics should
be read. This must be an integer, and default is set to 1 second. According to
the Dstat Linux manual page⁵, Dstat does not display snapshots but rather the
average system usage since the last update.
Dstat supports several flags[1], and the most relevant for this project are the
ones that collect information about cpu usage, memory usage, disk utilization
and I/O. The samples also include a timestamp for when the sample was taken.
One may also set for how long Dstat should run before it terminates. Dstat
also has support for logging its generated data samples, writing it to a file in
comma separated values (csv) format.
Other tools that monitor the same components does exist, achieving the same
result. Since Dstat is an overlay over the Sysstat group, one could use the tools
within Sysstat such as Iostat⁶,whichmonitor disk transactions and input/output,
and Vmstat⁷ that monitors virtual memory usage. This would however require
a combination of several tools to achieve the same result, which does not
support logging files out of the box. The convenience of using Dstat, is that all
this is gathered within one single tool, reducing the needed number of tools to
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Kernel Log The analysis tool include a tmux pane displaying a log that is
only used by the os kernel. Since the data receiving board device driver run
within the kernel, it has access to the kernel logs. Therefore, the device driver
reports to the kernel log whenever an unexpected event occurs. Because the
kernel logs tend to be very long, a program called Tail⁸ is used to watch the
last part of the log. Tail accepts user specified amount of lines to display, as
shown in listing 4.2,
Listing 4.2: Example of Tail usage, to display and follow the last 15 lines of a file.
t a i l − f −n 15 <path / to / f i l e >
will only show the 15 last lines of a specified file, and follow these lines as
new messages are appended to it. For convenience, this file is the kernel log
throughout this project.
All device drivers has access to the kernel logs, where the message printed
from the data receiving boards driver is very specific for this particular system.
Therefore, there does not exist any alternative monitoring tool. kspt have not
implemented any tool with this feature, this is purely based on human revision.
Therefore it is included within this tool, in order to display it immediately to
its user when the event occur.
Htop Htop is an interactive process viewer that, according to the manual
page⁹, allows its users to monitor the resource usage for each process running
on the computer. Htop is included into this system because it provides overall
CPU statistics per core, and it allows the user to manage processes runtime.
Because of the non existent logging feature within this tool, the cpu statistics
are logged from Dstat instead. But for monitoring momentary CPU usage and
process management, this tool is invaluable.
Top is an alternative process manager that could be used. However, Htop offers
more statistics, with a graphical visualization for per cpu core utilization,
and memory usage, in addition to the process management. Htop is a more
powerful tool than Top, which is why Htop was preferred over Top.
4.1.1 Architecture
Based on the design described, the architecture is shown in figure 4.1. The figure
reflect the design proposed, where Tmux is used to split the terminal window
into sub-windows, each presenting one tool used for the analysis.
8. http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man1/tail.1.html
9. http://linux.die.net/man/1/htop
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Terminal Multiplexer
Dstat Kernel Log Htop
Log
Figure 4.1: The analysis tool architecture
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4.2 Implementation
Since the analysis tool exclusively consists of already existing tools native to
Linux, the implementation became trivial as no new tools had to be developed.
A script written in Bash launch tmux before each and every tool presented in
figure 4.1. Dstat is launched with several parameters in order to inform Dstat
what to monitor. The decisions on what to monitor was based upon the analysis
requirement stated in listing 4.1. Htop did not require any further parameters,
while Linux kernel buffer usage was monitored by following the last 15 lines of
the Linux kernel log, as presented in listing 4.2. Now, the implementation does
only start different programs, with carefully chosen parameters.
The implementation was however a bit varying between the different experi-
ments, due to the difference in experiments. When testing the ability to only
capture data, Dstat only logged the read and write accesses to the ingest disks.
When simulating both the capture of data and near real-time processing, Dstat
was configured to log both the activity on the ingest disks as well as the activity
on the disks used to store processed data.
The bash script first initializes an array of commands to run, which reflect what
to monitor during execution. Next the script checks if a tmux session named
monitors already exists. If such session already exist, tmux just attaches
itself to that session, in order not to have several instances of the same process
running during experiment execution. This is a neat feature when several users
want to monitor the same server, from their personal computers. However, if
the session does not already exist, each and every of the tools are launched
and the terminal window split into several panes, with each pane executing
one tool. The script is presented in its entirety in appendix B.
The implementation enables the gathering of several tools within one terminal
window, which again offers its users an overview of what is happening on the
computer in a meaningful manner.
4.3 Discussion
As the analysis requirements was stated in listing 4.1, one may have noticed
that not all components are monitored with the system used within this thesis.
The components not monitored are the pcie bus, the dmac and the raid
controller. In order to be able to monitor these components, one must be in
possession of the driver source code implementing the components interface.
The pcie bus can be monitored through a pcie bus analyzer, which have not
been used in this thesis. kspt is not in possession of the source code for any of
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these components, as they are bought from third parties. This means that kspt
consider them as “black boxes”. With the source code available, one could
expand the analysis tool by implementing a Dstat plugin using the component
interface to retrieve run time statistics.
The statistics that would be interesting to know from the different components
not monitored today are discussed below.
PCIe bus To monitor the pcie bus, which is provided as an extra device one
must place between the pcie connector and the pcie compliant device. Tele-
dyne LeCroy offers such a device[66] compliant with pcie version 2.0 and 1.0.
Through this device one will gain valuable information about per lane through-
put in real time. Interesting metrics to pull out from this would be how much
time the bus spend per transaction, and the total per lane throughput.
Since a pcie analyzer is not provided in this project, one must determine the
throughput by performing isolated experiments between the data receiving
board and host memory. Through modifying the data receiving boards drivers,
one could achieve some level of run time statistics such as how many clock
cycles the fpgas actually put data out on the bus, and how many they have to
hold data back.
DMAc The dmac requests a list of page descriptors from host memory. This
memory reflect the kernel buffer size, which is configurable in meos capture.
As data are written to host memory (or ram), page by page, the file system
makes sure that the raid controller begin to write data to disk. The list of
page descriptors works as a circular list. When the raid controller cannot
fetch data fast enough from ram, meaning that the ingest disks are too slow,
the dmac can run through the list of page descriptors and overwrite data not
written to disk yet. As of today, there are no mechanisms to stop this from
happening. Therefore, it would be interesting to monitor where in the list of
page descriptors the fpgas on the data receiving card is, compared to how far
the raid controller has come. This could be implemented in the data receiving
board device driver, as the dmac is implemented on the fpga placed on the
data receiving board.
RAID controller Theraid controller usedwithin this thesis is fromHewlett-
Packard. It is specified to support 12gbps which is equal to the specifications
of the sas bus. If one is in the possession of the firmwares source code, one
would learn more about how the raid controller distributes data across disks
participating in the raid, and one could monitor per physical disk statistics
instead of per logical disk statistics as done today. This would provide a more
precise picture of how the ingest disks cope with incoming rates as they increase.
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This is very dependant on which raid level one chose to use, especially when
using data redundancy.
Since kspt solely depend on the Linux kernel and file system to take care
of captured data after it is placed in host memory, this is also considered a
“black box”, offering reliable data transfer from host memory to the ingest disks.
Monitoring the raid controller could offer more detailed information about
this part of the pipeline, and possibly reveal existing bottlenecks.
Kernel Log Monitoring the kernel log is purely based upon human revision,
through this tool. An attempt was made to implement a Dstat plugin retrieving
the current buffer usage, but this was only partly successful. The reason for
this is that the kernel print messages to its log per microsecond when the
buffer usage is exceeds one buffer. As system fetched the last line from the
kernel log and extracted the number of used buffers, if any, the buffer usage
could have been much larger just few microseconds ago. The issue is that Dstat
only update the numbers per second. One could fetch the 10 latest lines and
display an average of the 10, but as the number of buffers used becomes equal
to the number of buffers available, or worse, larger, the user must be informed
in some way. Therefore an average is not a suitable solution. One could log
the maximum recorded value and print that to screen, but it would not be as
informative as the momentary usage of buffers. It would only inform whether
there was an overflow or not during the experiment, in which there are other
mechanisms embracing this feature. Logging the maximum value would be
redundant. Therefore, the monitoring of buffer usage in kernel, is purely based
upon human revision and not integrated into Dstat through a plugin.
4.3.1 Setup for production purposes
The analysis tool can very easily be configured for production use. The first
change to do is to create a mechanism that enables logging of events, i.e.,
when resource utilization gets very high. This can be implemented, because
meos capture writes the currently used numbers of buffers in kernel to
/var/log/messages, which is the kernel log. Whenmeos capture uses more
than one buffer in kernel, the incoming rate is greater than what the ingest
disks can write per second for a short period of time. The analysis tool may
provide information about what caused this drop in disk performance.
For example, if meos capture is invoked with kernel buffer size of 64mb, the
kernel has 16 buffers of 4mb each available. To set this in context, when the
satellite transmits data at a higher rate than the system can write to disk, the
buffers in kernel quickly get filled up. Normally, meos capture uses one, and
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only one buffer in kernel. When meos capture has to use more than one
buffer in kernel, it writes the number of used buffers to its log. This can be
monitored, and invoke this analysis tool for logging purposes on the whole
system only on this event. To do this sort of mechanism, what one must do is
to to use tail displaying the last 10 lines of the kernel log. The last 10 lines
should at first contain old values, where the last line should inform when the
data receiving board device driver was initiated. The message in listing 4.3
occur within the kernel log during meos capture execution and inform the
number of buffers used.
Listing 4.3: Example of kernel log message reporting number of used kernel buffers.
2016−04−05T13:28:29.864062+00:00 fes39−vlan5 kerne l :
[362474.731050] s fep : (0x20) in t count=2
The message show a timestamp for when the message was reported and the
host name. Next there is a timestamp in microseconds determining when the
message was reported since the device driverwas initiated. After the timestamp,
the message display that it is the data receiving board device driver that reports
the message (sfep), and at last the intcount is the number of currently used
buffers.
4.3.2 Evaluation
As the analysis tool does not implement all requirements mentioned in list-
ing 4.1, one can still achieve a good idea of where the bottlenecks appear within
the system. Nevertheless, one can gain information about the parts not moni-
tored by isolating parts of the pipeline, and hence determine where bottlenecks
occur. With this approach, one must rely more upon qualified assumptions to
fill in the missing parts within the analysis.
The analysis is very reliant upon Dstat, in order to produce runtime statistics.
The fact that Dstat does support creation of logs is invaluable, which is not
provided natively in many other monitoring tools within the Sysstat group.
Htop is used as process manager due to its user interface and runtime process
management. As Htop visualizes per core cpu utilization and memory usage,
it provides instant feedback to its user whether the server is under heavy loads
or not. In addition, its process management is very powerful, as it allows one
to sort processes by resource usage.
In total, the analysis tool provides its users with much valuable information,
gathered in one window. The support of logging features enables users to create
web pages with live graphs showing computer load, in order to monitor it
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remotely. The analysis tool is highly configurable through the tools used.
4.4 Future Work
Since some components in the system pipeline are not monitored as of today,
it is regarded as future work. As discussed in section 4.3 monitoring the dmac,
raid controller and pcie bus would provide useful statistics when determining
where bottlenecks occur. In addition, defining a suitable solution formonitoring
the instantaneously buffer usage during a satellite pass would instantly inform
the user whether the data capture is successful or not. It is possible that one
must develop a system only focusing on the kernel log in order to display the
momentary usage of buffers. The issue is that messages are posted to the kernel
log very rapidly once the buffer usage exceeds one buffer. One may have to look
at other solutions, i.e., store the highest value reported per pass. If one just
display the values naïvely to screen, the buffer usage may not be very human
readable since the update frequency may become per millisecond.
In addition the changes needed for production purposes presented in sec-




As meos capture is a large and complex system, this chapter embrace only
a small part of it as the device under test is the next generation HP ProLiant
server with candidate hardware and technology. This chapter presents the
experiments performed on the test environment, determining the performance
provided withconfigurations kspt use today.
The analysis tool presented in chapter 4 will be used to monitor the computer
load for all experiments. As the first few seconds of the experiments will contain
values from other processes and daemons, we will ignore the first few seconds
of all experiments.
5.1 Test Environment
The test environment differ from the system kspt deliver to their customers
for production. The main difference is that the test environment use a 9th
generation HP ProLiant server, where the production system use 8th generation
HP ProLiant server.
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5.1.1 Hardware Specs and Software
The test environment includes the following components.
Chassis The server chassis is a rackmountedHP ProLiantML350Gen9¹.
CPU The processors are two Intel Xeon E5-2623v3² running on 3Ghz, quad-
core, with 10 mb cache and 64-bit instruction set.
Memory The memory is 128gb ofram, divided over four 16GB Dual Rank x4
DDR4-2133 CAS-15-15-15 Registered Memory Kit³ running at 2133 MHz.
Storage It is installed with 10 HP 600gb 12G sas 15k rpm hdd⁴, and two
HP 200GB 12G sas Mainstream Endurance SFF 2.5-in ENT Mainstream SC 3yr
Wty H2 Solid State Drive⁵ capable of 70,000 read iops and 51,000 write iops
according to HP’s sites[25]. It is also equipped with two HP 146GB 6G SAS 15K
rpm SFF (2.5-inch) SC Enterprise 3yr Warranty Hard Drive⁶.
RAID-controller The raid-controller is a HP Smart Array P440/4GB FBWC
12Gb 1-port Int FIO SAS Controller⁷.
Data Receiving Board The data receiver runs in testmode during all exper-
iments. When testmode is enabled the fpga generates a pre defined sequence
of data at a user defined rate, and sends it out on the bus.
Software As for the software, the server run SUSE Linux Enterprise Server
version 12 (SLES-12) and XFS file system.
Configurations Finally, the system configurations will initially be as defined
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5.1.2 Perfio
kspt has developed a program named Perfio for performance testing. The
architecture for Perfio is presented in figure 5.1. Perfio initializes the data
receiving board, to generate a pre defined sequence of data. Perfio takes
several user inputs, specifying the execution of the program. The parameters
used are as follows.
• Select the test generator (Important when using two test generators)
• Number of seconds to run
• Data destination (Typically a file)
• Enable dma
• Kernel buffer size
• Enable test mode
• Requested data rate
Since the test server can be configured with several logical disks, using different
raids, each raid is mounted to a directory, which name reflect what raid
it implements. The data destination will be the folder a particular raid is
mounted to, in which one want to do experiments on. An example of how to
run Perfio is presented in listing 5.2. From the example one can see that Perfio
is instructed to run for 600 seconds, writing data to /raid10/testfile, using
36mb buffer space in kernel and with a requested rate of 350mbps.
Before the program execution begins Perfio initializes the data receiving board
installed in the test server, testmode enabled, specifying the data rate. When the
execution starts, thedmac allocates memory in kernel equal to the kernel buffer
size as specified by user input. The dmac receives a list of page descriptors.
Each page descriptor contains information about where in physical memory the
4mb page exist, and hence where the data should be written to. The fpga that
sends data to the pcie bus, must request a page descriptor from host memory
before the data is sent out on the bus. To limit the rate at which the dmac
writes data to memory at, clock cycles are used to limit the amount of data
entering the pcie bus per second. The system can be even more delayed if the
dmac has to wait for the page descriptor from host memory. When data arrives
in memory, the raid controller immediately fetch data via the device driver
from memory in order to write it to persistent storage, the ingest disks.








Figure 5.1: Figure illustrates the architecture for Perfio, and it is considered equivalent
with meos capture.
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The data generated by Perfio, is a sequence of 1024 byte frames. Each frame
consists of a synchronizing word⁸, and consist of 254 four byte words containing
a counter that counts upwards by one for every word. An example of the data
sequence from Perfio is presented in listing 5.1. One should avoid using all zeroes
as data pattern because of smart caching mechanisms and predictions.
Listing 5.1: Example output from Perfio, with the syncword intact.
0000400: 1 ac f fc1d 0000 0001 0000 00 fe 0000 00 f f
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Perfio display the requested rate, specified by the user. Perfio does only support
rates that are a multiple of 62, 5, which is caused by a limitation in the fpga
used to generate test data. Therefore Perfio adjusts the requested rate to the
closest rate which is a multiple of 62, 5 and reports this as the actual rate.
Perfio also reports the exact amount of bytes written to disk, and how many
seconds it was executing. Based on the amount of bytes written, and the exact
execution time, the average rate is calculated. This is reported as achieved
rate. The achieved rate is used to calculate how much the fpga has been
limited during execution, by calculating how many percent the achieved rate
is of the actual rate. The functionality implemented in Perfio is considered
equal to meos capture, in terms of the data path after the satellite signal has
been received by the antenna, demodulated and arrived at the data receiving
board.
Listing 5.2: Example command illustrating the input parameters used to determine
execution flow for Perfio.
pe r f i o −−dev ice /dev/ sfep0a
−−time 600
−− f i l e / raid10 / t e s t f i l e
−−dma
−−kernelmem 36
−−pc i e_ tg 350
As Perfio generates data, it provides its user with some runtime information
if the system seems to overflow. To be sure that the generated data is intact,
kspt developed a naïve program that runs through the file looking for errors
in the byte sequence. This program was used to verify the dataset generated
in all experiments.
8. The synchronizing word is 0x1acffc1d
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5.2 Determining Maximum Throughput
The experiments have been conducted in a test environment as described in
section 5.1, and the first experiment determines the maximum rate supported
by the next generation HP ProLiant servers with the ingest disk configurations
used today⁹. This is done to create a new baseline, as the set of hardware is
new and no numbers in terms of throughput are known so far. The analysis
tool will monitor the system load during all experiments, to gain information
about possible bottlenecks.
In order to make the experiments as close as possible to a real world satellite
pass the length of all tests was set to 600 seconds, or 10 minutes. Some satellites
may have even longer passes, but the majority of all polar orbit satellites finish
a pass during a 10 minute period.
All experiments presented in this section, will only use one data receiving
board in test mode, unless otherwise specified. The environment does support
several data receiving boards.
5.2.1 Simulating Capture Only
To determine the maximum rate supported by todays system as described
in section 5.1, the first experiment started out with an ambiguous rate in
comparison with what was known as the maximum rate. The experiments
purpose, is to determine the maximum throughput of the system pipeline,
without any processing enabled. This will provide a baseline for the capturing
rate supported by next generation HP ProLiant servers capture without data
loss. The results will be analyzed in search for bottlenecks.
The initial requested rate was 350 mbps (or 2.8 gbps) over 600 seconds. The
average achieved rate was 331.8 mbps, transferring 194gb over 599.2 seconds.
Since the experiment goal was to determine the absolute maximum rate this
configuration and test environment is able to capture, the rate was increased
in steps of 10mb per experiment iteration. The initial experiment did not show
any sign of lost data, or heavy load before 500 mbps was passed, and the limit
seems to be at a requested rate of 540 mbps. The parameters used for the last
experiment are presented in table 5.1, and the resulting output from Perfio are
presented in table 5.2.
Note that the data destination is a directory that the ingest disks have been
mounted to.
9. raid level 1+0
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Seconds to run 600 seconds
Data destination /raid10/testfile
Iterations 1
Kernel buffer size 36mb
Data rate 540mbps
Table 5.1: Perfio input parameters for highest successful data rate,with next generation
servers.
Requested rate 540 mbps
Actual max rate 539.06 mbps
Total data written 298, 173, 071, 360 bytes
Exact runtime 599.38 seconds
Pages written 72, 796, 679 pages
Page size 4096 bytes
Achieved rate 474.43mbps
Limited to 88.0 % of max rate
Table 5.2: Perfio output for testrun with the highest successful data rate
As the output from Perfio states, the test generator fpga has been held back
to 88.0% of its configured max rate. This is a good indication that there is a
bottleneck somewhere. In a perfect environment, the fpga would yield data
to the pcie bus 100% of the time, but this can not be achieved due to the pcie
protocol overhead and the fetching of page descriptors from host memory. It
is observed that as the data rate increases, the fpga is increasingly held back.
The output from Perfio also tells that the total amount of data generated and
written to disk through this experiment is 283.6 gb. There is a rate difference
in requested data rate and actual data rate because the fpga generating data
can, at the lowest, write data at 62.5 mbps, which is also the step size.
As figure 5.2 suggests, the cpu is not the bottleneck within this system, due
to the time spent idle is 95-96% on average. The lowest recorded value is just
above 94%, and one can see that the cpu becomes more occupied just after 300
seconds. That is because the memory usage reaches its peak at the same time,
which means the cpu has to spend more time administrating the file system
and permitting the raid controller access to the memory space in which the
data lies in. The memory usage is further elaborated on later. The figure also
show the percentage of time spent on user and system level processes. One
can see that system level processes spend the most time running on the cpu
which is caused by the process priority set for Perfio. The reason for the low
cpu usage, is because the system use dma where the cpu only provide the
dmac access to the memory locations needed for the operation. Because of
these results, further analysis is needed.






































(b) Visualization of scheduled runtime for
user and system level processes.
Figure 5.2: Figure shows the amount of time the cpu spends idle, and the total amount
of time user and system level processes actually run on the cpu. The figure
suggests that the CPU is not a bottleneck within this system.
To determine whether there exist bottlenecks in this system, one must look at
memory and disk load. The memory usage is presented in figure 5.3. As the
figure illustrates, the disk cache increases almost linearly in size until it peaks
just above 120gb after approximately 330 seconds. If one recall from figure 5.2,
the system level processes required more resources from the cpu after 330
seconds of execution. It looks like the memory usage is closely related to this,
as the server is forced to free pages in memory in order not to overflow the
memory buffers. The memory used are as one can see only a few gb. This
suggest that the memory is not the bottleneck within the system.
The amount of data written to disk per second is visualized in figure 5.4, and
support the presented average write speed from table 5.2. The disk activity also
shows stable behaviour from 290 seconds of execution until the experiment
ends. The spikes shown in the first 290 seconds is caused by the file system
caching mechanisms and temporary storage in diverse caches (such as disk
caches, caches on the raid controller). After 330 seconds we know that the
memory has been filled up with data, and it seems like the caching effects
disappear after 330 seconds due to the stable disk behaviour.
The average load is presented in figure 5.5. The average load is a visualization
of processes placed in queue to run on the cpu. As the graph shows, the last
minute load peaks on just about 1.6 meaning one cpu core are overloaded by
60% on a single core system. This is however not the case for the test system
because the total number cpu cores in the test environment is 32, meaning
that 32 processes or threads can execute in parallel. The average load can very
well pass 25 before it becomes threatening in any way. As the figure shows,


















Figure 5.3: Figure illustrates the memory usage for the whole experiment execution.
Note that the disk caches use almost all memory available.





















Figure 5.4: The amount of data written to disk per second. The spikes indicates that
a lot of data have been written to the disk cache, and one can see that
the general write speed is just below 500mbps, as the results in table 5.2
suggests.
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the last minute bar is the one most unstable. The reason for that is because
the integration time is much shorter for the last minute compared to the last
5 and 15 minutes. The last minute does however show that on average two
processes waited in queue to execute on the cpu after 550 seconds, and it
is speculated that this is a consequence of the process priority set for Perfio.
As the experiment duration is 600 seconds, or 10 minutes, the last 5 minutes
and the last 15 minutes is the one most representative for the load generated
on the cpu. As the line representing the last 15 minutes shows, the average
load just passes 1 process, which is a good sign. Figure 5.2 show that it spend
most of its time executing system level processes, which in this case will be the
administration of the file system. So from the graph, one can read that the last
15 minutes 1.2 processes in average waited for execution time on the cpu. An
observation through the experiments is that if a daemon of some sort perform
a sanity check to the file system, it causes the system to overflow as Perfio
executes due to two-way traffic through the raid controller. This is further































Figure 5.5: The graph illustrates the number of processes waiting in queue to run on
the two cpus. Pay the most attention to 5 and 15 minutes, as they are the
ones most stable ones due to the longer integration time.
To sum up the results, the cpu is not exposed for significant load, the memory
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Seconds to run 600 seconds
Data destination /raid10/testfile
Iterations 1
Kernel buffer size 36mb
Data rate 113mbps
Table 5.3: Perfio input parameters for maximum successful rate when simulating
capture and processing.
usage is significant but it does not seem like it is the bottleneck, the disk caches
become significantly big with more than 120gb, and the hdds are exposed for
heavy loads and write 474mbps (or 3.8gbps), which is quite far from the goal
of 10gbps. To determine where the bottleneck actually exists, one must do
further investigation. Therefore, one must determine how fast one can write
data directly to ram.
Some tests were conducted at 550mbps requested rate on the pcie fpga,
but the results were inconsistent in terms of overflowing. Some of them were
successful, where others cause overflow in kernel memory. This indicate that
this is the very limit for what this test environment can capture.
5.2.2 Simulating Capture and Processing
The goal for this experiment is to determine the system throughput when
processing is enabled. The reason for this is that many customers want their
data as soon as possible, which requiremeos capture to perform capture and
processing, concurrently. This will contribute to generating the new baseline
with next generation servers.
To simulate capture and near real-time processing, Perfio was used to simulate
the capturing process and Pipe Viewer (pv)[3] was used to simulate the
processing. pv is a program that allow the user to move data from source to
destination, while monitoring runtime statistics such as the momentary amount
moved, andmomentary rate. Data was written to the sameraid as the previous
experiments, to test its performance when writing and reading simultaneously.
At first, the experiment was launched with 128gb ram available, but Dstat was
not able to record any reading activity from any disks. The reason is that the
reading process read data directly from the disk cache, instead of the physical
disk. Therefore a big ram-disk was set up and filled with data, so only 16gb
ram was available. After this change the reading process was recorded by
Dstat, and runtime statistics were provided. By limiting the ram available, the
sustained rates to disk had to be decreased a bit.
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Requested rate 113 mbps
Actual max rate 109.38 mbps
Total data written 65, 544, 388, 608 bytes
Exact runtime 599.97 seconds
Pages written 16, 002, 173 pages
Page size 4096 bytes
Achieved rate 104.19mbps
Limited to 95.3 % of max rate
Table 5.4: Perfio output for testrun with the highest successful data rate, when simu-
lating capture and processing.
However, with 16 gb ram available, Perfio was launched with parameters as
presented in table 5.3 and the resulting data are presented in table 5.4. As for
the reading process, pv is implemented to allow the user to limit the rate at
which data is read from disk. This was used within this experiment, and the
reading rate was set to 105 mbps, to ensure that the reading process is always
slower than Perfio. The reading process must be slower because pv terminates
when it believes end of file is reached. The read data was written to another
raid, to simulate storage of processed data where the raid performance is
irrelevant. By this setup, the reading process will become increasingly behind
Perfio, forcing the system to read from the hdds at some point. pv reported
an average reading rate of 100mbps.
As for the analysis, the cpu load is negligible as the graphs in figure 5.6 demon-
strate. Because of the very low incoming data rate, and the fact that the system
uses dma, reduce the amount of work the cpu have to do, resulting in very
low load. One may speculate that when performing actual level-0 processing
as specified within kspt websites[36] the cpu usage will be somewhat higher,
as the cpu actually does some operations on the data. However, the memory
usage is presented in figure 5.7. The memory usage are, as expected, very high.
The disk caches quickly uses a lot of memory, indicating that the hdds are
under high load. As figure 5.8 illustrate, the hdds does not handle concurrent
reads and writes very well. This is caused by the seeking time needed to place
the mechanical disk head to the right position before accessing a particular
disk space. The graphs show that the traffic is very bursty, which is because of
caching mechanisms in the file system. The results does however show that
when performing read and write accesses to hdds, the throughput becomes
very low with 100 mbps, or 800 mbps, reading rate as the bottleneck within
the pipeline.
This is the absolute worst case scenario, as data does often exist within caching
mechanisms in either the file system, raid controller or disk caches. This










































(b) Visualization of scheduled runtime for
user and system level processes.
Figure 5.6: Figure shows the amount of time the cpu spends idle, and the total
amount of time user and system level processes actually run on the cpu.
The cpu usage when simulating capture and processing are lower than


















Figure 5.7: The graph illustrates the memory usage during simulation of capture and
processing of data. Note that the disk caches start at about 112gb, which
is a result of the ram disk used to limit the memory available.









































(b) Visualization of data read from the in-
gest disks.
Figure 5.8: Figure illustrates the disk load generated on the ingest disks, configured
in raid level 1+0 during capture and processing. The samples are from
the experiment conducted with the highest successful capturing rate of
104.19 mbps and reading data at a rate of 100mbps.
means that the reading process rarely has to read data from the physical disk
anyway, and this was therefore tested as well.
However, the experiment presented in this section was conducted with 16
gb ram available. The same experiment was conducted with 128gb ram
available as well. The achieved capturing rate was 148.82mbps, while pv
reported 130mbps average rate. The only difference between the experiments
is the amount ofram available,which indicate that the hostmemory does affect
the capturing ability of the system. This is just above what kspt guarantee
today, according to their data sheet[36], which is 125mbps with near real-time
processing enabled.
We can see that with processing, the test server is able to ingest 148.82mbps
while processing is enabled. This is equal to 1.2gbps per input channel. When
using two input channels, the rate can in theory be doubled. The system should
be capable of this, as the previous experiment simulating capture only demon-
strate almost 4gbps per channel. The result demonstrated in this experiment
indicate that state of the art can be achieved with next level servers, without
changing software.
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5.3 Determining the Bottlenecks
To determinewhere the bottleneck lie within this system, further examination is
required. The experiments above suggest that the hdds can be one bottleneck,
so more experiments must be conducted to reveal any other possibilities. In
order to do so, one must have a look at the pipeline of components the incoming
data pass through and test the performance between each component. The
data path is from the data receiving boards fpga to ram via the dmac. From
ram the data is written to hdds via the raid-controller. Therefore, two
additional experiments should be enough to determine whether the hdds are
the bottleneck or not; Write data directly to ram, and next determine the
supported rate between ram and hdds.
5.3.1 From Data Receiver to Memory Performance
By isolating parts of the production pipeline, one can determine the throughput
between components. With such numbers available, one achieves a much
more detailed picture of the practical throughput. This experiments purpose
is to determine the maximum throughput one can achieve between the data
receiving board and host memory. The cooperation between the receiving
board, pcie bus and host memory as described in figure 5.9 is tested through
this experiment.
To accomplish this experiment, a chunk of memory in ram was allocated and
exposed as a ram disk. By using such a ram disk, one can create files and
use that disk as one use disks traditionally. One can also use it to capture
simulated satellite data, which is this experiments intention. One exposes a
chunk of memory as a logical disk by adding a line in the file /etc/fstab
which initializes all mounting points added in the file on startup. Since the test
environment are equipped with 128gb ofram, 120gbwas allocated for storage
within this experiment. Adding the line in listing 5.3 to the file /etc/fstab
enables this feature.
Listing 5.3: Command used in fstab to set up temporary file system in computer
memory, exposed as a logical harddisk.
tmpfs <mountpoint> tmpfs s i z e=120G
where <mountpoint> is the directory the memory area is mounted to. In this
case, the ram disk is mounted to a directory named disk_ram. It is a problem
monitoring reads and writes to such mounting points because Dstat require
users to specify which physical device to monitor through the directories within
the /dev/ directory. This means that the ram disk stats as presented above can
not be provided in the same manner through this experiment as the previous
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Data Receiving Board
Test Generator DMA Machine
Host Memory Operating
System
Figure 5.9: Figure illustrates the data path from receiving board to host memory,
which is the components tested through this experiment.
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Requested rate 2000 mbps
Actual max rate 2000 mbps
Total data written 125, 992, 697, 856 bytes
Exact runtime 109.98 seconds
Pages written 30, 760, 429 pages
Page size 4096 bytes
Achieved rate 1092.47mbps
Limited to 54.6 % of max rate
Table 5.5: Perfio output for test run when writing directly to memory when requesting
the fpgas max rate.
ones. The ram disk activity can however be monitored through the memory
statistics provided by Dstat, meaning one will achieve some level of information
anyway. The important stats from this experiment is the practical transfer rate
between the data receiver and host memory, in addition to the cpu load.
Because the computer is not equipped with enough memory to temporarily
store the whole dataset of 283.6 gb, this experiment duration can not be as
long as 600 seconds, as in previous experiments. The experiment duration will
vary through this experiment, because of the limitations in disk size, starting
at 60 seconds. The experiment duration was incremented until the generated
dataset was nearly equal to the disk of 120gb.
To test the pcie bus and memory capabilities, the rate was set to the fpga
absolute max rate of 2000 mbps. The result are presented in table 5.5. One
would expect the actual average rate to come much closer to the requested rate
of 2000mbps than it does, which the pcie bus theoretically should support.
This occurs because the dmac is not implemented with prefetching of page
descriptors from the host memory, which limits the system when reaching
such rates. With prefetching, one can store the page descriptors locally on the
data receiving board before the execution begin. Such requests are expensive
and limit throughput. If pre fetching of page descriptors is implemented, the
performance is expected to increase. The interesting aspect of this results,
are that the transfer rate between the data receiving board and host memory
are much better than between host memory and the ingest disks. This gives
reason to believe that the ingest disks are one bottleneck within the test
environment.
Even though the demonstrated max rate for transferring data between the data
receiving board and host memory is 8.73gbps, some improvements can be
done to achieve better rates if one implements prefetching of page descriptors
on the dmac. The rate demonstrated in this experiment does not fulfill the
requirement of 10gbps either, and it is speculated that one has two possibilities
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in order to achieve the result. The first alternative is to move the data receiving
board from pcie version 2.0 and over to a newer version of the bus with better
theoretical throughput, as the server support version 3.0. This is also the only
alternative to achieve 10gbps per input channel. The other alternative, is to rely
upon two input channels, and hopefully achieve 10gbps in total, which seems
to be possible as each input channel are placed on separate pcie buses, and
hence can achieve 8.73gbps per channel to host memory. This must however
be tested in order to confirm.
5.3.2 From Memory to Disk
The purpose of this experiment is to determine the actual throughput between
host memory and the ingest disks. Figure 5.10 shows the different components
that this test exploits, as well as how they are connected. This experiment is
a big part of gaining a detailed picture of the systems throughput with next
generation servers. To test the transmission speed between memory and the
ingest disks pv is used. The program monitors the progress of data through a
pipe, and can be intentionally used to transfer data from one file to another. By
using the file generated in the previous experiment, where data was transferred
from the data receiving board to host memory one can transfer the exact same
data from host memory to the ingest disks while the process is monitored.
When launching pv without specifying any data rates, it moves the data as
fast as possible without any limitations in software. When pv has terminated,
the final statistics from its execution is presented. The final statistics are total
amount of data moved, the total time spent and average transfer rate. For this
experiment, pv was invoked as shown in listing 5.4.





Figure 5.10: Figure illustrates the data path from host memory to ingest disks, and
the components in action through this experiment.
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Listing 5.4: Script used to move data from the disk in memory to the configured ingest
disks. Deleting the file makes sure that one writes to an empty disk.
#!/ bin /bash
i t e r a t i o n s="$1 "
i=0
while [ $ i − l t $ i t e r a t i o n s ]
do
#Copy data from disk_ram to inge s t d i s k s
pv /disk_ram/ t e s t > / raid10 / t e s t f i l e
#Delete the f i l e , need empty d i s k s .
rm / raid10 / t e s t f i l e
#Pv requ i r e e x i s t i n g f i l e s .
touch / raid10 / t e s t f i l e
#Increment sequence counter .
( ( i++))
done
This experiment is executed 20 times to eliminate the impact of high and low
values in disk activity, often caused by the file system caching mechanisms. The
results are presented in figure 5.11. The output from pv report the maximum
average transfer rate of 479mb/s and the minimum to be 464mb/s, which is
just below the 474mb/s reported by Perfio presented in table 5.2. This seems
to be legitimate results as the hdds most likely cannot write data faster, which
also means that this is the maximum rates that the test system used can capture
data.
5.4 Summary
Through the experiments conducted on the test server within the test environ-
ment presented in section 5.1, it is demonstrated that the maximum supported
data rate is 474.43mbps (or 3.8gbps), when capturing a satellite pass without
any processing involved. It is demonstrated that the computer is exposed to
very little load, except for memory usage and the hdds. This is further con-
firmed by the experiment where the pass was stored in memory, achieving
rates above 1000mbps. Further experiments show that the ingest disks used
do not support rates above 480mbps, which is not sufficient when the future













Figure 5.11: Visualization of average transfer rate between host memory and ingest
disks with raid 1+0 over 20 experiments.
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required rates will exceed 10 gbps. This leads to a conclusion that the ingest




This chapter will, based upon the results presented in chapter 5, describe how
meos capture can improve the data throughput. The redesign mainly concern
different raid configurations to achieve better throughput, as the bottleneck
was the ingest disks. All changes will be tested and evaluated, in isolation in
order to determine whether it was an improvement or not.
6.1 Disk Configurations
In chapter 5, the ingest disks were revealed as the bottleneck within the test
environment. Therefore the first changes will be done based on this experience.
meos capture has until now been using raid level 1+0, meaning 50%
redundancy of data, which is useful for long term storage of valuable data.
During a satellite pass, the desire for capturing lossless data is considered more
important than keeping the data consistent in a long term perspective. One
must make sure that the data is lossless as it is captured, but in a long term
perspective, a capturing system does not offer long term storage. Redundancy
in data storage generates overhead as auxiliary data is created. As the overhead
increases, the performance must necessarily decrease. Therefore this chapter
will mainly focus on how kspt can configure their ingest disks in order to
achieve better throughput, both focusing on capture only and with near real-
time processing enabled.
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The remaining of this chapter will focus on determining the maximum through-
put with new configurations for the ingest disks when performing data capture,
and data capture with near real-time processing enabled. The raids tested
are striping¹ and raid level 5. Both setups will be tested with both 4 and 8
physical hdds participating in the raid.
6.1.1 Ingest Disks With No Redundancy
The goal of the experiment is to determine how much data the test system can
theoretically capture with a new setup for the ingest disks. In order to determine
how much the raid level limits the system throughput, this experiment only
changes the ingest disk raid level. Therefore, the four hdds were striped,
because this provides the best writing performance according to Peter M. Chen
et. al.[9].
One must be aware that when using striping, one does not have any form
for redundancy of data. When a disk participating in a striped raid fail, the
whole array of data is broken with no possibility for recovery. For a system
such asmeos capture, the level of redundancy required is as much a political
decision as it is a question of the desired performance. Disks do fail, and
according to Murphy’s law, everything that can go wrong will go wrong[15].
By using two servers that is mirrored², one can tolerate disk failures during
a satellite pass, even though the ingest disks are striped. This will result in
a much more expensive system, because it requires two servers instead of
one. Some customers do however require capturing redundancy through two
servers.
The striped raid will be tested through two experiments. The first experiment
tests data capture. The second experiment tests both data capture and near
real-time processing.
Capture The baseline created in section 5.2.1 reported a maximum capture
rate of 474,43mbps when performing capture only. The experiment started
with a requested rate of 540mbps. The requested rate was increased in steps
of 10mb until the system lost data due to overflowing buffers. The experiment
results are presented in table 6.1.
The highest rate achieved is 931.12mbps (or 7.45gbps) which is almost twice
as much as the baseline. The reason for this is that instead of striping the data
across two mirrored raids, one stripes the data across four. One can, through
1. raid 0
2. Mirroring — the servers contain the exact same data
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Requested rate 1285 mbps
Actual max rate 1281.25 mbps
Total data written 585, 252, 208, 640 bytes
Exact runtime 599.43 seconds
Pages written 142, 886, 301 pages
Page size 4096 bytes
Achieved rate 931.12mbps
Limited to 72.7 % of max rate
Table 6.1: Perfio output for experiment with highest successful rate, with striped ingest
disks.
this configuration, write data to twice as many disks which gives a significant
gain in writing performance.
As the result from Perfio demonstrate, the total throughput has almost doubled
itself with the changes made. The ingest disk activity is presented in figure 6.1.
The graph shows that the ingest disks were exposed to high load, as the drops
in writing are limited to just above 800mbps as the lowest value. The large
drop at 620 seconds indicates that Perfio terminated, and the following writes
indicate that the file system synchronizes its caches with the disks.
The memory usage is presented in figure 6.2b. The usage is as expected very
similar to previous experiments, where disk caches use the largest amount of
memory. One interesting observation is that the disk cache has been filled to
max after 150 seconds of execution in this experiment, where the previous
experiments spent just over 300 seconds to fill up the caches. This is visualized
in figure 6.2. However, this may be a natural behaviour as the rate in the second
experiment is doubled.
The cpu has not been exposed to any significant loads during the experiment,
as figure 6.4 show. This demonstrates that the implementation of dma is
working as intended. This is further supported by the average load, as figure 6.3
illustrates. As the average load never show more than 2.2 processes queued,
even for the last minute, the cpu is not exposed to heavy load before it passes
about 25 due to the 32 cores available.
To conclude, the system seems to cope well with rates just below 7.5gbps for
one input channel, where the memory usage is, as expected, significant and
the ingest disks are exposed to heavy load. The increase in performance is as
expected nearly doubled. It is expected because one can now perform write
accesses to all four disks, instead of just two as with raid level 1+0. In the
experiment presented in section 5.3.1 when testing the throughput between


































(a) Memory usage with ingest disks config-


















(b) Memory usage with four disks striped,
used as ingest disks.
Figure 6.2: Figure shows the difference in memory usage with two different configu-
rations for the ingest disks.






























Figure 6.3: Figure visualizes the average load when executing Perfio to four striped

















(a) The figure illustrates the amount of
time the cpu spends idle, when Perfio


























(b) Visualisation of scheduled runtime for
user and system level processes, with
striped ingest disks.
Figure 6.4: Figure shows the amount of time the cpu spends idle, and the total amount
of time user and system level processes actually run on the cpu. The figure
suggests that the CPU is not a bottleneck with rates above 7gbps.
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Requested rate 300mbps
Actual max rate 296.88mbps
Total data written 176, 886, 382, 592 bytes
Exact runtime 599.64 seconds
Pages written 43, 185, 462 pages
Page size 4096 bytes
Achieved rate 281.32mbps
Limited to 94.8 % of max rate
Table 6.2: Perfio output for experiment with highest successful rate, with four striped
ingest disks.
the data receiving board and host memory, prove supported rates above 8gbps.
This indicates that the ingest disks are still the bottleneck when the near
real-time processing is disabled.
Capture and Processing As kspt offer their customers with the possibility
of near real-time processing, the goal for this experiment is to determine
whether striping is a better alternative than raid 1+0 when simulating both
capture and processing.
Let’s recall from the previous experiment in section 5.2.2, where the ingest disks
were configured to raid 1+0, and the demonstrated capturing rate was re-
ported to 104.19mbps as the worst case scenario, when reading with 100mbps
for processing purposes. When 128gb ram is available the reading process is
allowed to fetch data from disk caches, delaying the read accesses to physical
disks as much as possible, the demonstrated ingest rate was 148.82mbps. One
would expect this disk configuration to perform better, due to the number of
disks that the data is spread across without redundancy. This is the baseline
for the next generation servers, and therefore this experiment started out with
rate of 150mbps, and increased by 10mbps as long as data is not lost.
This experiment was conducted with all ram available, in order to test the
system as close to the original setup as possible. This resulted in a maximum
ingest rate of 281.32mbps while reading rate was reported to be 261mbps. The
full output from Perfio is presented in table 6.2.
As one can see, the fpga has generated 164.74gb over 599.64 seconds. The
fpga has not been limited like it is when the rates become very high. There
is no doubt that the hdds are still the bottleneck, as the system has proven
itself to cope with rates above 8gbps per channel. This is further confirmed
by the average load presented in figure 6.5, stating that not many processes
are running on the server during the experiment. The figure shows that the
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average load is almost negligible the last 15 minutes as 0.7 processes waited
in queue to run on the cpu. The 1 minute mark show a peak just above 1.8
queued processes, which is still very low since this number can exceed 25, due































Figure 6.5: Figure visualizes the average load with four hdds as ingest disks, and
performing near real-time processing concurrently.
The disk activity presented in figure 6.6, one can see that the disks are ex-
posed to very bursty load. The reason for the spikes is the caching mechanisms.
It is also observed that as the rate increases, the disks have to spend more
time writing data, resulting in very stable behaviour without the large drops
or high spikes as shown in figure 6.1. This indicates that the disks are capa-
ble of writing much more data per second, as demonstrated in section 6.1.1,
paragraph Capture. The rates are expected to drop as processing is enabled
anyway because of the two-way traffic through theraid controller, and internal
buses.
The disks used to store the processed data are configured as a striped raid of
8 disks, capable of much more throughput than the ingest disks are capable of.
This was done to in order to eliminate the processed storage as a bottleneck.
The load generated to processed storage is therefore negligible, as shown in




















(a) Figure visualizes the average load with
four hdds as ingest disks, and perform-
























(b) Visualization of reading activity when
performing data ingest and processing
with four striped hdds.
Figure 6.6: Figure shows the disk activity, when using four hdds striped as ingest
disks. Note that the system have only accessed the physical disk once, after
240 seconds, without causing any overflow.
figure 6.7.
As for the memory usage, presented in figure 6.8, we observe some thrash
values at the very beginning of the experiment. As stated in the beginning
of chapter 5, we will ignore these values. Now, the memory usage peaks just
around 200 seconds into the experiment, which is fairly late. From this point
and out, it is a fair risk that one has to read data from the physical disks
instead of disk caches. The high memory usage seems to be consistent from
200 seconds and to the end of the experiment.
Summary The results summary are presented in table 6.3, along with the
results generated with ingest disks configured to raid level 1+0, in order
to easily spot the improvement. However, based on the results generated
in section 5.3.1, we know that the system is able to cope with rates above
8gbps, or 1000mbps, per input channel. These experiments show that while
only performing data ingest, the rates are getting much closer to what one
input channel can handle. When performing data capture and near real-time
processing the rate was almost doubled.
Because it is proven that the system can achieve up to 8.7gbps from the data
receiving board to host memory, the next step is to increase the number of
physical hdds in the ingest raid, and hopefully demonstrate better rate than
done so far. The system seems to have the largest potential for improvement
when performing data ingest and near real-time processing, according to the






















Processed Data Storage Writes
Write
Figure 6.7: Illustration of the disks used to store processed data. The raid consist of
8 hdds, striped.
raid configuration Input Channels Ingest only Ingest and processing
(mbps) Ingest rate Read rate
(mbps) (mbps)
4x hdds raid 1+0 1 474.43 148.82 130
4x hdds striped 1 931.12 281.32 261
Table 6.3: Summary of test results and improvementwhen changing disk configuration
from raid level 1+0 to striping.


















Figure 6.8: Illustration of the memory usage when using four disks as ingest disks.
Note that the usage peaks after 200 seconds of experiment runtime.
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Requested rate 1547mbps
Actual max rate 1546.88mbps
Total data written 662, 762, 946, 560 bytes
Exact runtime 599.60 seconds
Pages written 161, 808, 402 pages
Page size 4096 bytes
Achieved rate 1054.13mbps
Limited to 68.1 % of max rate
Table 6.4: Perfio output for experiment with highest successful rate, with 8 striped
ingest disks.
results so far.
6.1.2 Increasing the Number of Disks
This experiment will increase the number of disks used in the ingest raid
from 4 to 8 disks. The reason for this is to find out whether the raid scales
linearly, and to see if one can achieve more than 1000mbps (or 8gbps) from
host memory to disk. The theory is that one should get higher rates as the data
is spread across more disks.
As with the previous experiment, the raid configuration will be tested for
two schemes. The first will test the ability to only capture data, while the
second will test the ability to both capture data and perform near real-time
processing.
Capture This experiment used 8hdds striped,with the purpose of capturing
data without processing. The experiments were executed over 600 seconds per
experiment,with rates starting at 1000mbps since 4hdds handled 931.12mbps,
shown in table 6.3. The system did not show any sign of significant load until
the rates exceeded 1040mbps, where the highest successful rate was reported
to be 1054.13mbps. The full Perfio output is presented in table 6.4.
From the table one can see that the achieved rate is becoming very close to
what was demonstrated in table 5.5, which reported 1092.47mbps from the
data receiving board to host memory. The total amount of data created in this
experiment is 617.25gb, and the test generator has been limited to 68.1%. The
ingest disk behaviour suggests that the disks are capable of higher rates, so for
the first time the experiment results suggest that the ingest disks are not the
bottleneck anymore. The disk activity is presented in figure 6.9. This means
that the optimal number of disks is somewhere between 4 and 8 disks when
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performing ingest only, for this specific test environment. The bottleneck now
may be the same as discussed in section 5.3.1, which discussed prefetching
of page descriptors implemented on the fpga with interface to the pcie bus.
The reason that this is speculated, is because the transfer rate between the
data receiving board and host memory was 8.7gbps. The rate achieved in this
experiment is 8.4gbps, which means we are getting very close to what the
system can manage without replacing the pcie bus with a newer version. One
could eliminate this by increasing the buffer size in kernel memory from 36mb




















Figure 6.9: Visualization of disk activity when using 8 striped hdds as ingest disks.
Regarding the memory usage, the usage peaks just after 120 seconds into
execution, which is visualized in figure 6.10. This is expected behaviour, based
upon the previous experiments. We have seen in earlier experiments that the
memory usage peaks just after 100 seconds where the execution was successful,
but at lower rates.
As for the average load during the experiment, it is as expected, the highest
recorded so far. That is, without being even close to heavy load for the cpus
in general. The average load is visualized in figure 6.11. As the figure suggests,


















Figure 6.10: Visualization of memory usage when using 8 hdds, striped, as ingest
disks.
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the average load the last 15 minutes, where 10 of them are the experiment
execution time, touches just above 1 waiting process at average. The last minute
show that on the most about 2 processes waited to execute, where the last 5
minutes peaks at 1.4 waiting processes. This average load is negligible, and the
































Figure 6.11: Visualization of average load when using 8 hdds, striped, as ingest disks.
The cpus’ activity are presented in figure 6.12. As the figure shows, the cpus
still idle a lot, which is because of the dma implemented. We do, however,
see an increased cpu utilization compared to other experiments, where the
system level processes peaks just under 6% utilization. Still, even though this
program is multithreaded, the total cpu utilization is very low.
To conclude this experiment, we have seen the highest throughput so far in
this thesis. The ingest disks are proven not to be the bottleneck anymore when
using only one input channel. The total system seems to be very comfortable
with such high rates, as the cpus are exposed to low load caused by the use of
dma. The memory usage is as expected high which is expected. This suggests
that one can achieve twice the speed when using two input channels. In real
world, it is not so easy. When running over 8gbps per channel to host memory,

















(a) Figure visualizes the amount of time the























(b) Visualisation of the amount of resources
used by user and system level processes
during the experiment..
Figure 6.12: Figure shows the general load on the cpu during experiment execution.
we know the total incoming rate is above 16gbps. The theoretical max rate
supported by the sas interface, which connects the raid controller to the
ingest raid only support 12gbps theoretical maximum. In order to achieve
such rates, the sas bus must be replaced with a pcie bus version 3, or newer
using more than 4 lanes. This also requires the use of new disk technology,
and the only disks directly connected to pcie bus so far is nvme disks. HP
claims on their websites that their write intensive workload accelerators[24] is
capable of writing 1700mbps (13,6gbps) sequentially, and it provides 800gb
of storage capacity. This would result in a much more expensive system, but
one can achieve rates up to 10gbps more than any other system found.
Capture and process Using 8 hdds striped has proven itself to perform
better than using 4 hdds. This experiment will explore how well such raid
performs with concurrently read accesses and write accesses, by performing
data ingest as well as simulating processing. This experiment will explore the
scalability for 8 disks in a striped raid when performing ingest and processing
simultaneously.
The results are presented in table 6.5. The ingest rate is reported to be
259.60mbps, while the reading process reported 235mbps. This resulted in
a total of 151.91gb generated over 599.23 seconds. From this, it seems like
the scalability stalled somewhere between 4 and 8 disks participating in the
striped raid for this specific environment. The server load is negligible, due to
the very low rates demonstrated. The results shows that striping 8 hdds is a
very bad idea, when performing both data ingest and near real-time processing.
This may be caused by the capabilities within the raid controller, because it
must manage in- and outgoing data for 8 disks instead of 4. Because Perfio
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Requested rate 275mbps
Actual max rate 273.44mbps
Total data written 163, 116, 482, 560 bytes
Exact runtime 599.23 seconds
Pages written 39, 823, 661 pages
Page size 4096 bytes
Achieved rate 259.60mbps
Limited to 94.9 % of max rate
Table 6.5: Perfio output for experiment with highest successful rate, with 8 striped
ingest disks.
rely upon the os, file system and disk drivers and file system to handle all
data traffic to disks, these factors may also be the reason why this setup does
not provide good results. It is however a bit odd if the limitation is within the
os or file system because the raid is abstracted away from the two. The file
system only knows about one logical disk, without being in possession of any
information whether this is a raid or one single, large, physical disk. This is all
administrated by the raid controller. One can however never be sure without
further investigation to where the bottleneck lies within this setup.
With the analysis tool used, one cannot be sure where the bottleneck occurs as
the raid controller is not monitored. However, based on previous results and
experiences, the raid controller seems like a plausible explanation to why this
setup performs so poorly when doing both data capture and near real-time
processing.
The results have been analyzed, and the memory usage seems to peak after just
over 300 seconds, which is the latest peak recorded. The increase in memory
usage seems to be close to linear for all experiments so far. This is shown
in figure 6.13. It is also worth mentioning that there was not recorded one
single read access to the ingest disks, which means all data has been read from
some temporary storage, or disk caches, through the whole experiment. This
is shown in figure 6.14
Because the cpu statistics, average load and disk activity follow the same pat-
terns as presented in section 5.2.1 the graphs for this experiment are presented
in appendix A.1.
Summary To sum the results up so far, using 8 hdds, striped, performs very
well when only performing data capture demonstrating the highest rate so far
at 1054.13mbps. It seems like the raid controller or sas controller become
a bottleneck when performing data capture and near real-time processing, as


















Figure 6.13: The figure shows the memory usage when performing data capture and






















Figure 6.14: The figure shows that not a single read access was performed to the
physical raid used as ingest disks.
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raid configuration Input Channels Ingest only Ingest and processing
(mbps) Ingest rate Read rate
(mbps) (mbps)
4x hdds raid 1+0 1 474.43 148.82 130
4x hdds striped 1 931.12 281.32 261
8x hdds striped 1 1054.13 259.60 235
Table 6.6: Summary of test results and improvement when changing disk configu-
ration from raid level 1+0 to striping. Note that 8 striped hdds was
outperformed by 4 striped hdds.
the configuration achieved lower rates than when using 4 hdds striped. All
results so far are presented in table 6.6.
6.1.3 Introducing Redundancy With RAID 5
The previous experiments demonstrate great increase in throughput when
using striping compared to raid level 1+0. Striping is, however, more of a
risk than raid 5, as the whole array is broken and unrecoverable when a disk
fails. Therefore, raid level 5 is introduced as it is very related to striping, but
with some level of redundancy. raid 5 stripes all participating disks, where
parity is rotated over all disks as shown in figure 6.15. Through the use of parity
partitions, raid 5 can tolerate one disk failure without breaking the whole
array which makes the whole construction more fault tolerant and recoverable.
If any customer require redundancy on their ingest disks for any reason, this
experiments purpose is to determine what rate kspt can guarantee their













Figure 6.15: Example of how raid-5 rotates parity partitions along all disks. Note
that disk 0 hold the parity partition for partition C, disk 1 holds the parity
partition for partition B and disk 2 holds the parity partition for partition
A.
The ingest raid will through this experiment consist of 4 hdds organized
in raid level 5, with stripe size 256 kilobytes. The setup will be exposed for
data ingest, only as well as with processing enabled. It is expected that this
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Requested rate 808mbps
Actual max rate 804.69mbps
Total data written 421, 976, 342, 528 bytes
Exact runtime 599.39 seconds
Pages written 103, 021, 980 pages
Page size 4096 bytes
Achieved rate 671.39mbps
Limited to 83.4 % of max rate
Table 6.7: Perfio output for experiment with highest successful rate, when using four
hdds configured in raid 5, as ingest disks.
setup can achieve nearly the same rates as striping did, but as it requires some
overhead in terms of generating the parity partitions and checksums this setup
is expected to achieve lower rates.
Capture The tests performed focusing on data capture only, acquired the
results as presented in table 6.7. The total ingest rate achieved was reported to
be 671.39mbps (or 5.37gbps), when using one input channel. The resulting
dataset was 393gb big and it was generated over 599.39 seconds. This is, as
expected, a bit lower than the 931.12mbps gained through striping, but it is a
more fault tolerant setup.
As for the analysis, it all seems to follow the same patterns as before. The figures
not presented here can be found in appendix A.2.1. The cpu spends 94-95%
of the time idling, and system level processes seem to run on the cpu for 1 to
3% of the time. The exceptions is the disk activity and memory usage through
this experiment, which is why this is the only statistics presented for this setup.
The disk activity is presented in figure 6.16, and from the figure one can see
that the disk activity is very spiking the first 190 seconds of the execution. As
discussed earlier, this is caused by the disk caching mechanisms. The graph
shows very stable behaviour from 190 seconds and until the experiment ends.
At the end, one can see one big spike. This is the disk cache being flushed to disk.
The disk behaviour confirms that this is the maximum sustained performance
for this setup because of the stable behaviour even with file system caching
enabled.
The memory usage are presented in figure 6.17. The memory usage peaks after
about 190 seconds, which is the same time as when the disk activity seems
to stabilize itself. This means that the benefit of disk caching is no longer a
significant factor, and the system is then limited to the capacity of which the
disks can provide. This is also when the system are the most vulnerable, due to
the high incoming rate, as one read access caused by any process may cause
















Figure 6.16: Visualization of disk activity when using 4 hdds organized in raid 5 as
ingest disks.
the system to overflow and data is lost.
As this test have only exploited the maximum performance when the raid
is intact, one must assume that the raid will tolerate a disk failure during a
satellite pass at this rates. The reason for that is because one does not need
to generate data checksums for parity purposes. Therefore, there is less load
generated on the raid controller, and the array is still intact. If two disks
or more fails, one must assume that data will be lost as the array will lose
the writing performance of one disks in addition to the possibility for parity
partitions.
Capture and Processing This experiment will explore the capabilities of
four hdds organized in raid 5 when performing both data capture and near
real-time processing.
The results are presented in table 6.8. The results show that the generated
dataset is equal to 169.61gb, and it was created over 599.93 seconds. The
capturing rate was therefore reported to 289.49mbps. The data was then read
from disk with an average rate of 261mbps. This is, as expected, marginally
better than four striped disks performed which also means that this is so far
the best setup when performing near real-time processing.
As for the analysis, it follows the same patterns as presented in section 6.1.1, para-
graph Capture and Processing. The graphs can be found in appendix A.2.2.
The experiment has not exposed the system to any significant load in terms


















Figure 6.17: Visualization of memory usage when using 4 hdds organized in raid 5
as ingest disks.
Requested rate 305mbps
Actual max rate 304.69mbps
Total data written 182, 112, 485, 376 bytes
Exact runtime 599.93 seconds
Pages written 44, 461, 407 pages
Page size 4096 bytes
Achieved rate 289.49mbps
Limited to 95.0 % of max rate
Table 6.8: Perfio output for experiment performing data capture with processing
enabled, using 4 hdds organized in raid 5 as ingest disks.
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raid configuration Input Channels Ingest only Ingest and processing
(mbps) Ingest rate Read rate
(mbps) (mbps)
4x hdds raid 1+0 1 474.43 148.82 130
4x hdds striped 1 931.12 281.32 261
8x hdds striped 1 1054.13 259.60 235
4x hdds raid 5 1 671.39 289.49 261
Table 6.9: Summary of test results, introducing raid level 5 results with 4 hdds.
of cpu usage. The memory usage is high as experienced in previous experi-
ments, and peaks after about 200 seconds. The analysis suggest that the ingest
disks are the bottleneck when performing both data ingest and near real-time
processing.
Summary In table 6.9 the results are all presented. Note that 4 hdds in
raid 5 provides better performance when performing both data capture and
near real-time processing than the two striped raid configurations with 4 and
8 hdds. It is also worth noticing that 4 striped hdds outperform raid 5 by
260mbps, when only performing data capture. One can discuss how necessary
the data redundancy are for a system as meos capture because one can split
the demodulated signal and send it to two receiving servers. Through such a
setup one can achieve better throughput by striping 8 hdds as ingest disks
and achieve redundancy across several servers.
6.1.4 Increasing the RAID 5 participants
As raid 5 has shown itself as an interesting setup when performing both data
capture and near real-time processing, this experiments goal is to explore how
raid 5 scales by using 8hdds as ingest disks instead of 4. If one recalls from
section 6.1.2 which tested 8 striped disks, the throughput became lower than
when using 4 disks.
Capture When performing capture only, 8hdds organized in raid 5 pro-
vides results as presented in table 6.10. From the table one can see that the
total amount of data written is equal to 553.53gb over 599.20 seconds, achiev-
ing an average rate of 945.96mbps (or 7.57gbps). The target of 10gbps has
not been achieved yet. This means that when one only has to capture data,
striping is a better configuration as the achieved rate for 8 hdds striped was
1054.13mbps.
The analysis does not show anything new. This experiment follows the same
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Requested rate 1215mbps
Actual max rate 1218.75mbps
Total data written 594, 349, 654, 016 bytes
Exact runtime 599.20 seconds
Pages written 145, 105, 359 pages
Page size 4096 bytes
Achieved rate 945.96mbps
Limited to 77.6 % of max rate
Table 6.10: Perfio output for experiment performing data capture only, using 8 hdds
organized in raid 5 as ingest disks.
patterns as presented in section 6.1.2 which presents the analysis for 8 hdds,
striped. The disk activity is very spiking for both configurations, and the general
cpu load is almost negligible where system level processes tend to occupy the
cpu for 2-6%. The memory usage seems to hit the top after 150 seconds, which
is a bit later than with the striped raid. Because the results follow very similar
patterns as experienced before, the graphs for this experiment can be found in
appendix A.2.3.
Capture and Processing Based on the results presented in section 6.1.3 it
seems like raid 5 is performing well when performing both data capture and
near real-time processing. The results so far show that 4 hdds organized in
raid 5 provides the best throughput of all so far, which is why this experiment
goal is to determine raid 5’s scalability in terms of increasing the number of
disks used in the raid from 4 to 8. It was demonstrated in section 6.1.2 that
a striped raid does not scale very well up to 8 hdds when performing both
data capture and near real-time processing.
The experiment results are presented in figure 6.11, and show that the ingest
disks captured 173.60gb of data over 599.09 seconds. This results in an average
ingest rate of 296.72mbps. The process reading data achieved an average rate of
268mbps. The results demonstrate a slight increase in ingestion rate compared
to 4 hdds in raid 5. It is only a fewmb better, which means that raid 5 does
not scale very well up to 8 hdds.
As for the analysis, the analysis shows nothing new. The memory usage seems to
peak after 220 seconds, and has a stable behaviour throughout the experiment
which is seen in all experiments so far. With disk caches enabled, the disk
behaviour become very spiking as expected, and the cpu seems to spend
more than 90% of its time idling through the experiment. As no new trends
or interesting results are provided from the graphs, they are displayed in
appendix A.2.4.
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Requested rate 315mbps
Actual max rate 312.50mbps
Total data written 186, 399, 064, 064 bytes
Exact runtime 599.09 seconds
Pages written 45, 507, 923 pages
Page size 4096 bytes
Achieved rate 296.72mbps
Limited to 95.0 % of max rate
Table 6.11: Perfio output for experiment performing data capture with processing
enabled, using 8 hdds organized in raid 5 as ingest disks.
raid configuration Input Channels Ingest only Ingest and processing
(mbps) Ingest rate Read rate
(mbps) (mbps)
4x hdds raid 1+0 1 474.43 148.82 130
4x hdds striped 1 931.12 281.32 261
8x hdds striped 1 1054.13 259.60 235
4x hdds raid 5 1 671.39 289.49 261
8x hdds raid 5 1 945.96 296.72 268
Table 6.12: Summary of test results, introducing raid level 5 results with 8 hdds.
The two best configurations is presented with bold numbers.
Summary To conclude the results so far, all results are presented in table 6.12.
It seems like raid 5 and striping both scale very poorly up to 8 hdds, where
raid 5 is the preferred setup when performing both data capture and near
real-time processing. Note that 8 hdds in raid 5 only provide 7mbps more
than 4 hdds. When performing data capture only, it seems like striping 8
hdds is the best option as it achieved the best result.
6.1.5 Changing Disk Technology
This experiment goal is to determine whether meos capture can achieve
better results by using ssds instead of hdds. It is expected that the ssds will
perform much better when performing both data ingest and near real-time
processing, because there are no physical, moving parts in such disks like in
mechanical hdds. There are however some other challenges forcing some
changes in the experiment setup.
Because the test environment is only equipped with two relatively small ssds,
with 200gb each, one cannot perform tests over 600 seconds as done in earlier
experiments. The disks in total provide 373gb of storage capacity, and one
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Requested rate 2000mbps
Actual max rate 2000mbps
Total data written 341, 189, 853, 184 bytes
Exact runtime 299.41 seconds
Pages written 83, 300, 063 pages
Page size 4096 bytes
Achieved rate 1086.79mbps
Limited to 54.3 % of max rate
Table 6.13: Perfio output for experiment with highest successful rate, when using two
ssds, striped, as ingest disks.
cannot verify the generated dataset if the disk array is overwritten. Therefore
the experiment length will be cut to 300 seconds, or 5 minutes, instead of
10 minutes as in previous experiments. Recall from section 6.1.2, paragraph
Capture, the largest dataset created so far was 617,25gb after 10 minutes. By
running the same rate in 5 minutes, the dataset size will be half the size. As
there are only two ssds available, one cannot configure them to raid level 5
for example, because it requires at least 3 disks. Therefore this experiment will
test the two disks performance in stripe³.
Capture This experiment will explore the striped ssds abilities in terms of
data ingest only. The goal is to find out how two ssds perform in comparison
with 8hdds to ingest data.
The experiment results are presented in table 6.13. The highest recorded rate
was reported to be 1086.79mbps, which is marginally better than what 8 hdds
managed. This is very convenient in several ways. First of all, by using two
physical disks instead of eight, the raid controller are faced with less work
in terms of spreading data evenly across the raid, enabling higher throughput.
Two disks use less space in the server chassis than eight, which allow space for
other components if needed. On the contrary, ssds are expensive compared to
hdds. This will, as all other technology, become more affordable as the years
go by. Based on the test results, ssds are the recommended disk technology
to use for future generations of meos capture.
In terms of the analysis, the experience is very much like demonstrated with
8 hdds. The average load is presented in figure 6.18, and the figure suggest
that the computer’s cpus can manage much more load. The last 15 minutes
show peak just below 1.2 waiting processes, where the last minute peaks just
under 2.2 waiting processes.
3. raid level 0
































Figure 6.18: Visualization of average load when using two ssds striped, as ingest
disks.
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The memory usage is presented in figure 6.19, which shows that the memory
usage peaks after about 120 seconds of execution time. This is a slight advantage
compared to figure 6.10, which demonstrates memory usage with eight hdds
striped as ingest disks. This means that the system becomes less prone to drop
in disk write performance, as the memory usage peaks at a later time, meaning
the disks ingest data faster. This is only an advantage, not an improvement,


















Figure 6.19: Visualization of memory usage when using two ssds striped, as ingest
disks.
The disk activity through this experiment is presented in figure 6.20. As the
figure suggests, the ssds may cope with higher rates due to the drops that occur
but. To determine this, one must implement prefetching of page descriptors
and store them locally on the data receiving board, and perform tests with this
feature. It is assumed that such a feature would increase the throughput.
To sum this up, the system is as we know generally comfortable with rates up
to just over 8gbps. The challenge is to get all data to disk, and ssds prove
themselves to be very effective in terms of data ingest. The question now is how
good they perform with both data capture and near real-time processing.

















Figure 6.20: Visualization of disk activity when using two ssds striped, as ingest
disks.
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Requested rate 482mbps
Actual max rate 484.38mbps
Total data written 138, 684, 661, 760 bytes
Exact runtime 299.10 seconds
Pages written 33, 858, 887 pages
Page size 4096 bytes
Achieved rate 442.20mbps
Limited to 91.3 % of max rate
Table 6.14: Perfio output for experiment with highest successful rate when using two
striped ssds as ingest disks. This experiment was executedwith processing
enabled.
Capture and Process This experiment is probably the experiment where
it is expected that the ssds really show what they can do. This experiment will
determine how much data the ssds can ingest when performing near real-time
processing on the captured data. Because the ssds have no physical moving
parts, it is expected that this is their field of excellence, providing top numbers
in terms of throughput.
The experiment does provide fairly good results, and the output from Perfio is
shown in table 6.14. As one can see, the ingest rate is reported to be 442.20mbps
(3.537gbps). The reported reading rate from pv was 372mbps (2.976gbps).
It looks very promising as this is done with only two ssds available. If this
scales perfectly, one can capture and process data with rates above 7gbps with
four ssds available. This would however require further testing to confirm,
but as the system has proven itself to cope with rates above 8gbps for data
ingest only it seems plausible. The question is whether the raid controller can
manage such rates with two-way traffic or not.
However, in terms of the analysis, the system does not show very interesting
results. The cpu seems to be very comfortable through this experiment, as
demonstrated in figure 6.21. From the figure we can see that the cpu drops to
90% idle time just before 200 seconds of execution time. In general it seems
like the cpu spends 95% of its time idle, as average. The figure also show that
user level processes almost do not get to run at all, and the cpu allows system
level processes to run. Because Perfio use the data receiving board device
driver which perform operations within the Linux kernel, the device driver is
regarded as a system level process, and it seems to use between 1 and 5% of
the cpu.
The memory usage is presented in figure 6.22. The memory usage peaks after
150 seconds, and is generally stable after 150 seconds of execution time. One
























(a) Figure visualizes the amount of time
the cpu spends idle, when using two






















(b) Visualization of the amount of re-
sources used by user and system level
processes during the experiment.
Figure 6.21: Figure shows the general load on the cpu during experiment execution
when using two ssds as ingest disks.
may expect that thememory usagewould peak at an even later point if there was
more ssds participating in the raid, as the ingest rate would increase.
As for the disk activity, the analysis tool is not able to record any reading activity
from the physical disk. This means that the reading process has fetched all
its data from caches in the hierarchy. That is either the cache on the raid
controller or disk cache. The disk activity will therefore only show the ingest
activity, and is presented in figure 6.23. As the figure shows, the disk activity
is very spiking and periodical. This indicates that the disks are capable of
ingesting more data per second. Nevertheless, the incoming rate is limited by
the outgoing data where the raid controller and file system has to read the
data and write it to a processed storage as well.
The average load calculated is presented in figure 6.24 and confirms the low
cpu usage shown in figure 6.21. The server is not affected by any significant
load during this experiment. The average load show that the last 15 minutes is
just around 1,4, meaning that 1,4 processes has been queued for run-time on
the cpu the last 15 minutes. The last minute spikes after 150 seconds where
2.2 processes are waiting to run on the cpu. The other processes must be the
os daemons administrating some activity between user and system level. As
the system is equipped with 32 cores, and can run 32 processes in parallel, the
load is negligible.
To sum this up, the experiment demonstrate that two ssds are better at
performing read and writes than 4 and 8 hdds, where the system in general
does not show any sign of high cpu load at this rates.


















Figure 6.22: Visualization of memory usage when using two ssds striped, as ingest
disks.






















Figure 6.23: Visualization of disk activity when using two ssds striped, as ingest
disks.






























Figure 6.24: Visualization of the average load when using two ssds striped, as ingest
disks.
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raid configuration Input Channels Ingest only Ingest and processing
(mbps) Ingest rate Read rate
(mbps) (mbps)
4x hdds raid 1+0 1 474.43 148.82 130
4x hdds striped 1 931.12 281.32 261
8x hdds striped 1 1054.13 259.60 235
4xhdds raid 5 1 671.39 289.49 261
8x hdds raid 5 1 945.96 296.72 268
2x ssds striped 1 1086.79 442.20 372
Table 6.15: Summary of test results, introducing two ssds striped.
Summary The experiment results so far is presented in table 6.15. The two
experiments in this section have demonstrated that ssds cope with high rate
data very well, both when performing data ingest only, and data ingest with
near real-time processing. The advantage of not having any physical moving
parts within the disks seems to provide great improvements, especially with
two-way traffic. Even though these tests have been conducted with only two
ssds, they still demonstrate their superiority over traditional hdds in terms of
performance. One must however perform further testing with larger disks, or
more disks in order to put them through full time tests running for 10 minutes
or more, which is the length of a satellite pass. There is no indication that this
would cause any problems, but this has to be tested in order to prove it.
Introducing ssds into production systems provide other issues. One would
have to replace the disks more often, as ssds have shorter life cycles than
traditional hdds, where the disks used in this thesis are guaranteed, by HP, to
withstand 10 full rewrites per day for 5 years[25].
6.2 Two Test Generators
All experiments so far, have been conducted with only one test generator
representing one input channel. If one recall from chapter 3, meos capture
supports several input channels. Since the thesis goal of capturing 10gbps has
not been achieved yet, another input channel was introduced to the system.
The idea is that since one input channel can manage more than 8gbps, it is
possible to achieve 10 gbpswhen using two input channels. The reason for this
is that the two data receiving boards are placed on their own, separate pcie
bus. It is also known that the theoretical transfer rate between host memory and
ingest disks are 12gbps through the specifications of the sas bus[64]. When
one decrease the incoming data rate per data receiving board and writing the
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data generated by the two test generators to separate files, one can achieve
higher combined throughput as the data run through different buses into host
memory. From there the raid controller, os and file system takes care of
ingesting the data into two separate files within the file system.
These experiments will only perform data capture in order to determine the
highest rate supported, for this specific test environment and configurations.
Based on previous results, performing near real-time processing significantly
limits the ingest rate. Therefore, near real-time processing will not be tested
with this setup.
6.2.1 SSDs as Ingest Disks
Since the server are equipped with two data receiving boards and the fact that
Perfio does specify what data receiving board to use, one can run two instances
of Perfio, each instance are assigned to its own data receiving board, writing
data to its own file. In terms of the analysis, no changes must be done as it runs
within the os, and the ingest disks are exposed to the os as one logical disk.
The ingest disks will consist of the two ssds used in previous experiments, as
they demonstrated the best performance when performing capture only. The
experiment runtime will be 300 seconds, because of the limitation in disk size
as discussed in section 6.1.5.
The experiment result are presented in table 6.16, and as one can see the two
input channels reached rates of 636.76mbps and 632.88mbps. This represents
a combined rate of 1269.64mbps, which is equal to 10.16gbps. This means
that the goal of capturing 10gbps has been achieved in this experiment. Now,
as the amount of data captured at this rate became 371gb, the system have
not been tested with higher rates as the ingest disks only provide 373gb. The
disks are not big enough to handle higher rates over 300 seconds. One could
decrease the experiment runtime to 150 seconds, but that would be even less
representative for a satellite pass making the experiment more a proof of
concept. But the proof of concept would not be very good, because the system
tends to become vulnerable after the memory usage peaks, which is typically
around 100 seconds at rates above 8gbps. The system vulnerability is caused
by the full disk caches which means the system are down to the raw rate at
which the ingest disks can write in order not to overflow in memory. Therefore,
it is the time after 100 seconds that is interesting where the ingest disks really
have to ingest data in order to not suffer from buffer overflow in ram.
As for the analysis, the graphs follow very similar patterns as demonstrated
before. The cpu utilization visualized in figure 6.25, shows that the cpu idle
time drops to between 92 and 93%, which is reflected by the usage represented
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Parameters Perfio Instance 1 Perfio Instance 2
Requested rate 770mbps 770mbps
Actual max rate 773.44mbps 773.44mbps
Total data written 200, 030, 552, 064 bytes 198, 814, 203, 904 bytes
Exact runtime 299.59 seconds 299.59 seconds
Pages written 48, 836, 495 pages 48, 539, 311 pages
Page size 4096 bytes 4096 bytes
Achieved rate 636.76mbps 632.88mbps
Limited to 82.3 % of max rate 81.8 % of max rate
Table 6.16: Perfio output for experiment with highest successful rate when using two
striped ssds as ingest disks, and two test generators. Note that both input
channels have achieved over 630mbps.
by system level processes peaking at 6%. This is however expected as Perfio now









































(b) User and System level utilization
Figure 6.25: Figure show the cpu utilization when performing data capture from two
input channels.
The average load is presented in figure 6.26. As one can see, the average load
peaks just under 2.5 queued processes for the last minute, which is expected
as two instances of Perfio are executed with the highest process priority (nice
value). The last 15 minutes show more stable behaviour just above 1,5 queued
processes. As argued before, this is negligible load to the computer cpus mean-
ing very few other processes generate significant load while the experiments
are executed.
As for the memory usage, it peaks after 100 seconds of execution time, which
is expected due to the previous experiments performing higher than 8gbps
seems to use just over 100 seconds to fill the memory available with data. The



























Figure 6.26: Average load when using ssds as ingest disks and two input channels.
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Figure 6.27: Memory usage when using ssds as ingest disks and two input channels.
The disk activity is presented in figure 6.28. The disk activity suggest that the
system throughput is close to what the system can manage. The drops in write
performance indicates that it is still possible to write a few more mbps, and
to find out how much one must perform further testing. Further testing would
as discussed earlier require larger disks or shorter experiment duration. By the
two options, it is recommended to increase the per disk storage capacity or
number of disks in the raid in order to perform tests over 600 seconds which
is more representative for a satellite pass compared to the 300 seconds used
in this experiment.
Summary The table of all results so far is presented in table 6.17. Note that
the two ssds have not been exposed for two input channels, with near real-time
processing enabled as this experiment’s purpose was to determine whether
one could capture 10gbps or not. Since 10gbps is equal to 1250mbps, one can
see that this is achieved through this experiment, with only two ssds.

















Figure 6.28: Disk activity when using ssds as ingest disks and two input channels.
raid configuration Input Channels Ingest only Ingest and processing
(mbps) Ingest rate Read rate
(mbps) (mbps)
4x hdds raid 1+0 1 474.43 148.82 130
4x hdds striped 1 931.12 281.32 261
8x hdds striped 1 1054.13 259.60 235
4x hdds raid 5 1 671.39 289.49 261
8x hdds raid 5 1 945.96 296.72 268
2x ssds striped 1 1086.79 442.20 372
2x ssds striped 2 1269.64 — —
Table 6.17: Summary of test results, introducing ssds when using two input channels.
Note that the goal of 1250mbps has been achieved through the last experi-
ment. The setup has not been tested with near real-time processing, which
is why the two are missing.
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Parameters Perfio Instance 1 Perfio Instance 2
Requested rate 750mbps 750mbps
Actual max rate 750mbps 750mbps
Total data written 394, 755, 309, 568 bytes 390, 779, 109, 376 bytes
Exact runtime 599.07 seconds 599.06 seconds
Pages written 96, 377, 099 pages 95, 405, 661 pages
Page size 4096 bytes 4096 bytes
Achieved rate 628.43mbps 622.10mbps
Limited to 83.8 % of max rate 82.9 % of max rate
Table 6.18: Perfio output for experiment with highest successful rate when using 8
striped hdds as ingest disks. This rates combined just achieves above
10gbps.
6.2.2 HDDs as Ingest Disks
This experiment will test whether 10gbps is achievable when using hdds as
ingest disks and with two input channels. As one recall from table 6.17, the
best setup using hdds for data capture only was 8 hdds striped. For one input
channel, that particular setup achieved 1054.13mbps, and was beaten by the
ssds by 32mbps. Recall from section 6.1.2, where the disk activity presented
suggested that the hdds was capable of ingesting more data, as the behaviour
was very spiking. Therefore, it is expected that this setup is capable of achieving
10gbps when only performing data capture.
This experiment’s duration will differ from what was used for the ssds, be-
cause the total storage capacity for this raid is 4.4 terrabyte. Therefore this
experiment will perform a full 10 minutes test.
The experiment started out with a requested rate of 500mbps per channel, and
ended at a requested rate of 750mbps. The experiment results are presented
in table 6.18. From the table one can see that the two test generators have
created two datasets, where channel one generated 367.43gb and channel two
generated 363.94gb in total. This combined is 731.37gb, generated over 599
seconds. This gives an average combined rate of 1250.53mbps. In other words,
10.02gbps.
As for the analysis, it seems like the server is not exposed to any significant load.
The average load shows that the last minute, two processes on average was
queued. The last 15 minutes passes just above 1, which indicates that the server
has not had many processes queued for the last 15 minutes. This is displayed
in figure 6.29.



























Figure 6.29: The figure shows the average load on the server during the experiment,
with 8 hdds as ingest disks and two input channels.
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The cpu seems to spend more time executing system level processes than
seen before, as the highest recorded value is over 8%. The graph, presented in
figure 6.31, shows that the cpu spends about 4-7% of its time on system level
processes which is the highest recorded average through all experiments. This
is interesting as the previous experiment, presented in section 6.2.1, achieved
higher average rate but lower cpu usage on system level processes (see fig-
ure 6.25). It may be explained by the disk caching mechanisms impact on
the sustained rate due to the experiment runtime, where the experiment pre-
sented in section 6.2.1 runtime was 300 seconds compared to 600 in this
experiment.
The cpu also seems to spend over 90% of the execution time idling, as shown
















Figure 6.30: The figure shows the amount of time the cpu spent idle through the
experiment. Note that we have never recorded values below 90% in any
experiment.
Figure 6.32 shows the disk activity through the experiment. The behaviour
seems to be very spiking, even at such high rates. In previous experiments,
the trend seems to be that when the disks are exposed to input rates reaching
the limit of how much data the disks can ingest, the behaviour becomes stable
without the large drops in writing performance. For example, figure 6.28, show
a much more stable behaviour than figure 6.32. This leads to the assumption
where the ingest disks are capable of capturing higher rates, and that the
bottleneck seems to lie within other parts of the system. There is reason to
believe that the sas bus is exposed to very high load as its theoretical maximum
rate is 12gbps. This experiment’s rate of 10gbps are coming very close to this
upper limit. The raid controller is another component that may be causing
the system to overflow when the rates are above 10gbps.
The memory usage, visualized in figure 6.33, does not show any new trends

























Figure 6.31: The figure shows the amount of time, in percent, the cpu has spent on
executing system and user level processes.



















Figure 6.32: The figure shows the ingest disks activity through the experiment.
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or patterns, as it peaks after 100 seconds exactly. The behaviour is exactly the


















Figure 6.33: The figure shows the memory usage through this experiment. Note that
the caches peaks after 100 seconds, which we have seen before.
6.3 Summary and Discussion
All results presented throughout this chapter are summarized in table 6.19.
From the table one can see that the ssds provides the best results, even though
all tests were executed with only two ssds available. Of all configurations using
hdds, striping 8hdds seems to be the better setup when only performing data
capture, achieving 1053.13mbps. When processing is enabled, raid 5 using 8
hdds seems to be the setup by 7mbps. Therefore one may argue that the cost
is larger than the gain when using 8 hdds instead of 4 when performing both
capture and near real-time processing.
In the bigger picture, it seems like performing both data capture and near
real-time processing simultaneously is a significant limiting factor in terms
of system throughput. Even when using ssds as ingest disks one only gain
3.5gbps ingest rate as 2.9gbps are outgoing for processing purposes. The
experiment results show a significant drop in performance when one has to
write and read data simultaneously, for all configurations. It is recommended
that one should wait with the processing until the satellite pass is complete
before one starts processing the data. By postponing the data processing, the
server can use all its available resources to capture data, assuring that data
will not be lost as the rates increase. The question is, how much data can one
capture when performing capture and near real-time processing during a pass,
and how much time is required to complete the processing of data when the
data dump is done. If one instead postpone the processing to when the data
dump is done, one first of all have captured more data because the rates are
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raid configuration Input Channels Ingest only Ingest and processing
(mbps) Ingest rate Read rate
(mbps) (mbps)
4x hdds raid 1+0 1 474.43 148.82 130
4x hdds striped 1 931.12 281.32 261
8x hdds striped 1 1054.13 259.60 235
4x hdds raid 5 1 671.39 289.49 261
8x hdds raid 5 1 945.96 296.72 268
2x ssds striped 1 1086.79 442.20 372
2x ssds striped 2 1269.64 — —
8x hdds striped 2 1250.53 — —
Table 6.19: Summary of test results, introducing two input channels with 8 hdds as
ingest disks. Note that the goal of 1250mbps has been achieved when
using two input channels for both ssds andhdds. The setup has not been
tested with near real-time processing, which is why the two are missing.
higher, and one can then allocate all resources available on the server to process
the captured data. This two-step solution may decrease the total amount of
time spent on both capturing and performing the processing. If near real-time
processing is required by any customer, one have at least enabled the capture
of larger amounts of data through the use of ssds. This must be tested in order
to achieve exact numbers, but it is a question kspt should address at some
point when moving over to the next generation servers.
Another interesting aspect is that the disk configuration proven to be the worst
performing configuration, has been the one preferred so far. This demonstrates
the necessity for performing the experiments done in this thesis. Changing the
raid setup is a cheap fix for systems struggling with rates today.
raid 5 and striping seems to provide similar results, which is expected as both
setups are based on striping data across disks. The difference lies within the
parity partition provided by raid 5. As previously discussed, raid 5 provides
some level of data redundancy, making it able to tolerate 1 disk failure. One
would achieve the same level of redundancy, with better performance if one
uses two servers. When using two servers, one split the demodulated signal and
send it to the two servers. If one then stripe the ingest disks in both servers, one
would achieve the same level of fault tolerance as with raid 5. This is a more
expensive solution, but one can then achieve data redundancy in combination
with 10gbps when using 8 hdds, or two ssds, striped as ingest disks through
two input channels (or two data receiving boards).
raid 5 provides the best performance for capture and near real-time processing
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for both 4 and 8 hdds. In this thesis, raid 5 was not tested with ssds because
it is required at least 3 disks in such a raid. We know, from the test results, that
ssds performs much better thanhdds when performing data capture and near
real-time processing. It would be interesting to see how ssds perform when
configured in raid 5. The results suggests that raid 5 may achieve better
performance than striping when using ssds as ingest disks as well.
When performing data capture, we have seen through the experiments in
section 5.3.1 that the system today supports 8.7gbps. It is expected that one
can achieve near 16gbps when using two input channels with some changes
to the system. By using two raid controllers, with their own set of ingest
disks, one has reason to believe that 16gbps is achievable. That is because the
data would follow completely separate paths from the data receiving boards
to the ingest disks, except for when it is placed in host memory. The raid
configuration is essential here. One must use either 8 hdds or two, or more,
ssds striped in order to achieve such rates to disk.
If kspt implement prefetching of page descriptors, so that a list of all available
page descriptors are stored locally on the data receiving board, it is expected
that the system may achieve better performance per input channel. Implement-
ing such a feature is recommended as one can improve the total throughput
by a few gbps. If the future rates exceed 20 gbps and beyond, kspt should
consider moving the data receiving board to a newer version of the pcie bus.
Through such a change one may exceed 10gbps per input channel, and 20gbps
with two or more input channels. Since pcie version 3.0 supports 7.7gbps per
lane[54], with support for up to 32 lanes, one achieves much bigger throughput
between the data receiving board and host memory. Such rates would also
require pcie version 3.0 from host memory to the raid controller, and further
to the ingest disks. When moving over to the newest version of the pcie bus,
the rates will not be supported by the sas bus, which is used between the
raid controller and the ingest disks. Therefore, it is suggested that when the
pcie bus is replaced with a newer version, one also changes the ingest disks to
nvme disks which may be connected to the pcie bus directly. Such a setup will




The goal for this thesis was to create a new baseline for the use of next
generation HP ProLiant servers, in terms of the ability to capture very high rate
data. More specific, the goal was to test whether the system can capture a rate
of 10gbpswithout data loss. To achieve this goal, I developed an analysis setup,
as an overlay over already existing tools, that monitors critical components
within the server, which purpose was to identify bottlenecks. The analysis tool
developed presents much information to the user about what the computer
does on a per second basis. Several tools were gathered within the same
terminal window through tmux. The monitoring programs used are already
existing systems available in Linux os’s. The analysis tool evaluation shows
some room for improvement, as some important components are notmonitored.
The experiments performed in chapter 5 show that one can gain information
about the components not monitored through isolating parts of the pipeline,
in order to fill in information about the non-monitored components.
The analysis tool was used to evaluate the next generation HP ProLiant servers
with the configurations used in the current generation HP servers, as used in
meos capture as of today. The analysis shows that the ingest disks are the
bottleneck, and the experiments conducted demonstrate that, with suitable
configuration, the next generation HP ProLiant servers support rates above
10gbps when performing data capture.
The experiments demonstrate that two ssds in stripe achieved a total rate
of 10,1gbps when performing data capture using two input channels. One
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does effectively achieve 5gbps per input channel, where the maximum rate
demonstrated per input channel was 8.7gbps. When performing both data
capture and near-real time processing, I demonstrate significant increase in
performance when using ssds instead ofhdds as ingest disks. The experiments
show that with two ssds one can achieve 3.5gbps capturing rate and 2.9gbps
reading rate for processing purposes. With hdds the best setup is by using
8hdds in raid 5, providing 2.3gbps capturing rate and 2.1gbps reading rate.
The changes made to the system are considered low cost changes as many of
them only require a new raid configuration. However, as the raids tested
seems to provide poor scalability from 4 to 8 disks, it seems like using 8 hdds
provides more cost than what one gain as the increase in data throughput was
not significant at all.
We have also seen through the discussion in section 6.3 that there exists
hardware providing far better transfer rate than used in this thesis exist, which
is why it was speculated that one could achieve more than 10gbps per input
channel. This would however be an expensive improvement to the system as
kspt must develop a new data receiving board with support for pcie version
3.0 or newer. It would also require a new set of raid controllers, and disks
used in the ingest raid.
The work performed through this thesis has been limited to the equipment
available in the server provided by kspt. No further hardware was made
available through the thesis, and it is known that there exist hardware with
better specifications. Another limitation is obviously that the thesis must be
completed within the time constraints of the semester.
Some lessons learned through this project is that it is wise to start early and fail
early. One can detect flaws and errors before the “point of no return”, where
one do not have time to change them before delivery. Make decisions early, and
be faithful to the decisions made. These lessons was put to the test through this
thesis, and they made the whole process of completing this thesis much more
enjoyable. With this, the thesis is concluded by outlining future work.
7.1 Future Work
The topics I did not have time to explore as much as desired, or at all, are
presented. The server still possess a large potential for improvement, and the
areas for improvement are addressed in this section.
Exploring the features for supporting large transfer rates in software, such as
the file system used would be a natural step towards higher rates, as some file
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systems may be more effective in terms of throughput to disk. Many file systems,
such as XFS which is used in this thesis, keep track of changes done (also known
as journaling) to the file system which generate overhead. Other file systems
worth testing are Btrfs[59], as it has support for both ssds¹ and hdds. It
also has raid support built into the file system. The negative side of Btrfs, is
that it does a lot of housekeeping which increase the overhead per write. It is
however possible that it would increase the overall performance.
When using two input channels, exploring the use of two raid controllers
can be an improvement to the system. Through two raid controllers one
allows two sets of ingest disks each with its own raid controller, connected
with separate pcie buses. This could increase the performance, as the data
from both channels only share the address space in the os kernel and host
memory along the pipeline. It is also expected that one could increase the
performance when performing data capture and near-real time processing
through the use of two raid controllers and two input channels. This would
decrease the total load generated per controller, which may provide better
overall throughput.
The satellite industry faces transmission rates of 10gbps in near future. At
some point kspt must consider moving their data receiving board over to a
newer version of the pcie bus, because the server supports pcie version 3.0.
The backward compatibility within the pcie bus enables the use of the data
receiving board with pcie version 2.0. This would require nvme disks in order
to ingest the incoming rate. This is regarded as an expensive solution as the
nvme disks can cost 6.000$ and more[24], and it would require large amount
of development to accomplish as one must develop a new set of drivers for the
data receiving board.
According to Network Computing[49], HP will introduce a new series of non-
volatile ram. This means data can be stored persistently in ram even under
unexpected events such as the loss of power. This can be used to store a satellite
pass in ram instead of disks as the ram provide persistent storage. With such
memory, one can remove several components from meos capture used today.
Examples are the ingest disks, raid controller and sas controller, which all
have been suspected as the bottleneck when the rate increases. Not much are
known about such technology yet, as they are not available on the market. One
problem is however the amount of provided storage per ram brick, in addition
to the price tag.
The kernel buffer size has not been exploited as much as it should have in this
1. Evenly distribute write accesses across the whole disk in order to increase the expected
life time.
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thesis. Therefore it would be a natural step to play around with different buffer
sizes. It is especially important when performing data capture and near-real
time processing, as the kernel buffer space is temporary storage before it is
written to disk. It is expected that using a larger buffer size can reduce the risk
of buffer overflows, creating a system much more tolerant against drops in disk
writing performance as we have seen through the experiments.
A
Test Result Figures
A.1 8 HDDs Striped
A.1.1 Data Capture and Near Real-time Processing
The figures presented in this section were generated by using 8 hdds as ingest
disks, when performing both data capture and near real-time processing. The

































Figure A.1: The figure shows the average load during the experiment. The average
load is the average number of queued processes, where 1, 5 and 15 minutes
representing the integration time. 1 minute seems much more unstable
than 5 and 15 minutes, because of the integration time length.
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Figure A.3: The figure shows the amount of time the cpu has spent executing user




















Figure A.4: The figure shows the ingest disks write activity through the experiment.






















Processed Data Storage Writes
Write
Figure A.5: The figure shows the write accesses to the disks used to store processed
data.
A.2 RAID 5
A.2.1 Four HDDs Performing Data Capture
The figures presented in this section show the cpu usage and average load
as four hdds were used as ingest disks when performing data capture. The





























Figure A.6: The figure shows the average load (queued processes) through this exper-
iment.









































Figure A.8: The figure shows the amount of time the cpu have spent on user- and
system-level processes during the experiment.
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A.2.2 Four HDDs As Ingest Disks With Near Real Time
Processing Enabled
The figures presented belowwere generated through performing data ingestion
and near real-time processing with 4hdds organized in raid 5 as ingest disks.






















Figure A.9: The figure shows the disk activity when using 4 hdds in raid 5 during


















Processed Data Storage Writes
Write
Figure A.10: The figure shows the disk activity representing the raid that stores the
processed data.
A.2.3 8 HDDs As Ingest Disks Performing Capture Only
The figures presented were generated by performing data ingest only with 8
hdds configured to raid 5 as ingest disks. The experiment is presented in its
entirety in section 6.1.4, paragraph Capture.



















































Figure A.12: The figure shows the amount of time the cpu have spent on user and





























Figure A.13: The figure shows how many processes have been queued on average, to
run on the cpu during the experiments.

































































Figure A.16: The figure shows the amount of time the cpu has spent idle through the
experiment. The figure suggest that it has been idling for more than 90%
of the execution time.























Figure A.17: The figure shows the amount of time the cpu has spent on user and



































Figure A.19: The figure shows the memory usage through this experiment. Note that
the usage is at its maximum from about 150 seconds.
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A.2.4 8 HDDs As Ingest Disks Performing Capture and Near
Real-time Processing
The runtime statistics presented were generated by performing data capture in
addition to near real-time processing. The ingest disks through this experiment
were 8 hdds configured in raid 5. The experiment is presented in its entirety





















































Figure A.21: The figure shows the amount of time the cpu spent idling through the
experiment. Not surprisingly it stay above 90%.











































Figure A.23: The figure shows the ingest disk write activity. The spiking behaviour is






















Figure A.24: The figure show the ingests disk reading activity. As with previous ex-
periments, all read accesses fetch data from some cache, resulting in
absolutely no read accesses from the physical raid.



















Processed Data Storage Writes
Write
Figure A.25: The figure shows the processing storage activity. These disks are only


















Figure A.26: The figure shows the memory usage through this experiment. The usage





The script used as analysis tool are presented below. The script will not create
a new session for each user who launches the tool, for performance purposes.
If a tmux session already exists, new users will just attach themselves to the
existing one, instead of creating a new session.
Listing B.1: The code used to launch the analysis tool
#!/ bin / bash
declare −A monitors
monitors [ d s t a t ]=" d s t a t −tcmlrd −D sdc −−noheaders −−
output dstat_750 . dat "
monitors [ klog]=" t a i l − f / var / log /messages "
monitors [ htop]=" htop "
# I f s e s s i o n a l r eady e x i s t , j u s t a t t a ch i t
i f ! tmux l i s t −s e s s i on s 2>/dev/ nu l l | grep ’^monitor : ’
&>/dev/ nu l l ; then
tmux new −d −n main −s monitor " ${monitors [
d s t a t ]} "
tmux se lect−pane − t monitor
tmux s p l i t −h " ${monitors [ htop ]} "
tmux s p l i t −v " ${monitors [ klog ]} "
f i
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